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Abstract

In this dissertation I cover two distinct networking topics in three thesis gro-
ups: dissemination of emergency messages among vehicles, and an analysis
of peer-to-peer Video-on-Demand.

Inter-Vehicle Communication is expected to be used in the near future to
improve road safety, and to optimize vehicle traffic. The problem I worked
on was propagating emergency messages among vehicles as a locality-based
multicasting. This requires rapid forwarding, and low signaling overhead
due to the high speed of the vehicles. My solution is to use random drops to
restrict the messages into a finite area around the initiator vehicle – this is
a radically new approach to the well-known gossiping algorithm. I comple-
ment this with constructing a stateless mechanism for setting the rebroadcast
probability on each hop, without the use of any signaling messages. I show
the feasibility of this approach analytically for the simple cases, and I use si-
mulations to demonstrate that my message dissemination protocol, CLoUD,
works in realistic environments as well.

Video-on-Demand systems are rapidly replacing conventional television
due to their flexibility, and content richness. To increase availability, and
decrease the generated network traffic VoD systems are utilizing distribu-
ted architectures, including peer-to-peer technologies. Conventional P2P so-
lutions are impractical for streaming, because they can’t guarantee timely
arrival of the video segments for the playback; usually this is fixed by intro-
ducing a P2P download window. In the second thesis group I use my VoD
simulator to analyze the performance of a VoD system assisted by P2P, and
caching. I show that the P2P system is hard to misconfigure, because it is
insensitive to its window settings, and I demonstrate how P2P, and caching
can be effectively used in conjunction. In the third thesis group I construct a
mathematical model for the P2P download window of the VoD client. From
that I derive closed formulas for the parameters that describe the state of
the P2P window, and the download initiation probability required for the
P2P system to be self-sufficient. I also examine the effect of limited client
downlink capacities, and show that uplink, and downlink limitations are not
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mutually exclusive.



Kivonat

Disszertációmban két különböző, hálózatokkal kapcsolatos témakört vizsgá-
lok három téziscsoportban: közlekedésbiztonsággal kapcsolatos üzenetek ter-
jesztése járművek között, és egy peer-to-peer-alapú videó streaming rendszer
elemzése.

Az autók közötti kommunikáció a közeljövőben várhatóan javítani fogja
a közlekedés biztonságát, és optimalizálni fogja a forgalom hatékonyságát. A
probléma, amivel én foglalkoztam, az a közlekedésbiztonsággal kapcsolatos
üzenetek terjesztése egyfajta helyzet-alapú többesküldésként. Ez az alkalma-
zási környezet gyors üzenettovábbítást és a többletterhelés csökkentése érde-
kében alacsony jelzésüzenet-sűrűséget követel meg a járművek nagy sebessége
miatt. Az én megoldásom az üzenetek véletlenszerű eldobásával a kiinduló
jármű körül egy véges területen belülre korlátozza az üzenetfolyamot – ez a
széles körben ismert pletykálási (gossiping) algoritmus újszerű továbbgondo-
lása. Ezt kiegészítem egy állapotmentes megoldással, ami minden továbbítás
előtt újraszámolja az újraküldési valószínűséget, de nem használ semmilyen
jelzésüzenetet. Ennek a megoldásnak a működőképességét is megvizsgáltam;
az egyszerű esetekre analitikus eredményeim vannak, és szimulációkkal is
megmutatom, hogy a rájuk épülő, CLoUD nevű üzenetterjesztő protokollom
működőképes realisztikus környezetben is.

A videó streaming rendszerek egyre nagyobb mértékben váltják ki a ha-
gyományos televíziózást, köszönhetően a rugalmasságuknak és a tartalombő-
ségüknek. Hogy növeljék a hibatűrésüket és csökkentsék a hálózati forgalmu-
kat, a streaming rendszerek elosztott architektúrákat használnak, beleértve
a peer-to-peer megoldásokat is. A hagyományos P2P megoldások nem alkal-
masak streamelésre, mert nem tudják garantálni, hogy a videó szegmensek
időben megérkezzenek a lejátszáshoz; általában ezt a problémát egy letölté-
si ablak bevezetésével szokták orvosolni. A második téziscsoportban a sa-
ját streaming szimulátorom felhasználásával megvizsgálom egy olyan videó-
streaming rendszer hatékonyságát, amiben a központi szervert P2P és egy
cache is tehermentesíti. Megmutatom, hogy a P2P rendszert nehéz rosszul
beállítani, mert érzéketlen a letöltési ablak beállításaira, és azt is bemutatom,
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hogy a P2P és a cache együttes használata rendkívül hatékonyan tehermente-
síti a szervert. A harmadik téziscsoportban egy matematikai modellt alkotok
a P2P kliens letöltési ablakának viselkedésére. Ebből zárt összefüggéseket
vezetek le az ablak állapotát jellemző paraméterekre, és a letöltés-indítási va-
lószínűségre, ami szükséges ahhoz, hogy a P2P rendszer önfenntartó legyen.
Ezen kívül megvizsgálom annak a hatását, ha a klienseknek korlátozott a le-
töltési kapacitása, és megmutatom, hogy a letöltési és feltöltési kapacitásuk
együttesen korlátozzák a rendszer hatékonyságát.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Once upon a time, when mankind lived just like the animals, something hap-
pened, which unleashed power of our imagination: we learned to talk. The
verbal communication was later supplemented with pictures, and symbols
carved, or painted on smooth surfaces, and soon, writing enabled building
huge empires that spanned entire continents. The desire for faster, and more
reliable communication than sending messengers was satisfied, when electro-
magnetism was finally understood, and became more than simple tricks for
amusement. The telegraph revolutionized the transmission of written mes-
sages, the telephone enabled live conversation over great distances, and the
radio waves liberated both of them from their copper shackles.

The development of the electronic computer was a major step in aug-
menting the human brain with improved processing and storage capacity.
Today computers are part of our everyday life in the form of personal com-
puters, mobile devices, and microcontrollers in household appliances. The
world-wide interconnection of computer networks, called the Internet, has
become much more than a source of information – it is now a ubiquitous
communication platform for people, and machines alike, and the wide vari-
ety of applications built on top of it are rapidly replacing the conventional
telecommunication technologies. With these innovations we have begun to
step into the Information Age.

In this dissertation I consider two application areas of computer net-
working that recently entered the focus of scientific research. The purpose
of Inter-Vehicle Communication (IVC) is to improve road safety by sharing
knowledge about the traffic conditions by using machine-to-machine com-
munication. This may not only provide driving assistance, but it can also
improve the efficiency of self-driving cars. My second topic is the analysis of
peer-to-peer (P2P) data distribution in a Video-on-Demand (VoD) system.
Such systems will be the foundations of multimedia content distribution net-

1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

works in the future; thus, their performance characteristics are extremely
interesting.

These two topics seem distinct at first glance, yet there are a few notable
similarities. In both cases the system is built on the cooperation of the par-
ticipants to achieve a higher goal: optimizing the vehicle traffic by spreading
notifications, and improving the VoD service by sharing the downloaded bits.
My results also show in both topics that randomization can be a cheap, and
efficient solution for difficult problems.

1.1 Research Objectives
This dissertation contains the results of the following three research objec-
tives:

1. Examine the possibility of using random drops for localized flooding in
vehicular environment, and use it to build a lightweight, stateless point-
to-multipoint message dissemination protocol for emergency, and traffic
optimization applications.

2. Analyze the performance of a generic P2P-assisted VoD system through
simulations, and investigate the interactions between caches, and the
P2P swarm when they cooperate in offloading a video server.

3. Construct an analytical model of the download process of the win-
dowed P2P client, and compare its performance with different window
positioning, and segment selection methods.

1.2 Methodology
The foundation of my IVC protocol, Carefully Localized Urban Dissemination
(CLoUD), is a mathematical model; it’s a twist on the well-known gossiping
algorithm. I validated its suitability using probability theory, and some re-
sults from percolation theory. I wrote a small simulator in Perl to study the
message flood on a lattice graph, and I used Network Simulator 3 (ns-3) to
verify that the CLoUD protocol works in a realistic environment.

Unlike the development of CLoUD protocol, the VoD part of the disserta-
tion is a performance analysis of a VoD system assisted by P2P, and caching.
In the first part I used my custom-made flow-based network simulator, called
CdnSim. In the second part I analyze the performance of the P2P VoD client
mainly with probability theory, and a few ideas from queuing theory. I also
validated the analytical results with a simple simulator.
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1.3 Thesis Structure
In the followings I present my results in three thesis groups as separate chap-
ters of the dissertation. Although there are strong connections between the
two thesis groups about P2P VoD, I decided to write all three chapters of the
dissertation to be self-contained, so that they could be read independently
from each other. At the end of each chapter there is a summary of the results
composed into thesis statements.

Chapter 2 contains my results in the topic of IVC. In this thesis group I
show that I invented a novel protocol, called Carefully Localized Urban Dis-
semination (CLoUD), for point-multipoint emergency message dissemination
among vehicles in urban environments. The protocol uses a modified version
of the Gossiping algorithm to limit the message flood; the rebroadcast prob-
ability p is adjusted by each vehicle according to the usual traffic conditions.
I analyzed the mathematical properties of this algorithm in detail to test its
suitability for the task. The most notable feature of this new protocol is
that the group of receivers is dynamically determined without sending any
signaling messages.

In the second thesis group, which is chapter 3, I show that I conducted a
detailed simulation study on a VoD system, where P2P, and a cache offload
the central video server, and the incomplete sessions are modeled realistically.
I showed that optimal values exist for the parameters of the P2P system, even
though the system performance is not sensitive to the input parameters. I
showed that using a cache alongside the P2P system can simultaneously
increase the offloading of the server, and provide fast startup.

Chapter 4 is related to the previous one. In this thesis group I show
that I analyzed the performance of a P2P VoD client that uses a windowed
BitTorrent algorithm for retrieving the video segments. I developed formulas
for the number of Empty segments the window, the advance speed of the
window, and the probability of missing a segment. Furthermore, I examined
the effect of limited downlink speed on the system performance.

Finally, in chapter 5 I conclude the dissertation, sketch some possible
future work in these topics, and show how my results can be applied in
practice.
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Chapter 2

Probabilistic Geocasting in
Vehicular Environments

2.1 Introduction

The primary goal of an Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) is to increase
road safety, and traffic efficiency by detecting, and reporting phenomena that
are otherwise unperceivable to the drivers. In its cooperative version (C-ITS)
the vehicles use not only their own measurements, but also communicate with
each other to share their data, and to coordinate their movements to optimize
traffic status on a larger scale. Such Inter-Vehicle Communication (IVC) may
be performed through a managed infrastructure (Vehicle-to-Infrastructure –
V2I), or directly among the vehicles (Vehicle-to-Vehicle – V2V). The latter
is not only easier to deploy, and cheaper to be operated, but promises more
flexibility, and fault tolerance as well.

V2V communication can be used to build a special kind of ad hoc net-
work (Vehicular Ad hoc Network – VANET), which has remarkably distinct
characteristics from conventional mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs). The
network nodes are cars that move at high speed, but their mobility pattern
is restricted by the road network, and the traffic rules. The resulting wireless
network grows huge with regard to both the number of nodes involved, and
the covered area. Under these circumstances the conventional ad hoc rout-
ing protocols perform poorly. However, the networking requirements of IVC
systems are different from sensor applications. Traffic safety applications usu-
ally require one-to-many message dissemination, rather than point-to-point
routing, and the group of the intended receivers can be defined using geo-
graphical areas thanks to the ubiquitous global positioning (GPS) devices.
Additionally, VANET nodes are transceivers built into vehicles; thus, unlike

5
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other mobile nodes, they do not have significantly limited battery capacity.

A distributed traffic control system consists of several components for
data gathering, dissemination, and analysis, which should be tuned care-
fully in order to govern the traffic into a stable state. In this work I fo-
cus only on the multi-hop message dissemination subsystem; my goal is to
construct a fully distributed algorithm that dynamically determines which
vehicles should rebroadcast the received message.

In my work I intended to avoid sending signaling messages altogether,
because the radio resources are scarce. Moreover, vehicles move fast; thus,
finding, and maintaining routing paths would be overly expensive. Therefore,
in my protocol the nodes use only their digital map, and locally collected data
to decide whether to rebroadcast a message. One of the unique properties of
my Carefully Localized Urban Dissemination (CLoUD) protocol is that the
area covered by the message is not part of the input data, but rather the
result of the forwarding decisions at the individual vehicles.

2.2 Related Work

There are numerous solutions in the literature for limiting a message flood
into a specified geographic area, or for reaching that area, if the source is
outside of it. These solutions are called geocasting, and they are not only pro-
posed for ad hoc sensor networks [40], but for vehicular systems as well [43].
The size, and shape of the destination area is, however, not defined by the
protocols themselves, but a region is set manually. A distinctively different
approach is when the emergency vehicle broadcasts its route plan, and vehi-
cles forward this warning along the given path to notify the others about the
coming emergency vehicle that needs fast pass-through [31].

Some proposals focus on the duration of the warning instead of the desti-
nation area, as the phenomenon they want to inform the drivers about lasts
for a prolonged time. For example, [56] proposes to reduce the number of
broadcasted messages by keeping the instances of the message (tokens) at
the border of the alert region; the vehicles should pass the token as they are
about to leave the border band. The alert lasts for a predefined time, or until
a canceling message arrives.

Multiple IVC standards exist for cooperative collision avoidance and cruise
control, but these technologies are mostly deployed in automatic toll collec-
tion systems only. The IEEE 1609Wireless Access in Vehicular Environments
(WAVE) architecture [7], developed by the Dedicated Short Range Communi-
cation (DSRC) working group, uses the IEEE 802.11p wireless medium access
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technology [6]. The network layer of the protocol stack is the 1609.3 WAVE
Short Message Protocol (WSMP) [10], which defines the message formats
and communication primitives, but the multihop information dissemination
is the responsibility of the application. In Europe the C-ITS protocol fam-
ily standardized by the European Telecommunications Standards Institute
(ETSI) contains the EN 302 636 GeoNetworking protocol [8], which pro-
vides ad hoc multihop communication in vehicular scenarios. The target of a
message is defined by geometric shapes, and within the target area unicast,
broadcast, and anycast delivery methods are supported. This protocol fam-
ily uses the ITS-G5 wireless technology, which is the European adaptation
of IEEE 802.11p.

I proposed a novel method of emergency message dissemination for inter-
vehicular communication in urban environments. Previous solutions for
emergency message dissemination were either targeted for highway scenarios,
or depended on information that was expensive to gather. On a highway the
main problem is the fast, and reliable propagation along the road [59]. In
an urban environment, however, there are lots of junctions; thus, the vehi-
cles can find alternative paths to their destinations even when they are close
to the incident; therefore, the messages are not needed to be delivered to
long distances. The dissemination protocols proposed in the literature either
require neighbor discovery [37], or advertisement of interests [25], which con-
sume significant amounts of radio resources, and data storage on the nodes.

My goal was to create a message dissemination protocol that uses no
signaling messages, and a minimal amount of stored states, to make the
CLoUD protocol truly light-weight, and scalable.

2.3 Basic Assumptions and their Consequences

When I designed the CLoUD protocol I had four fundamental assumptions
about the inter-vehicle communication (IVC) network and the requirements
coming from the application that uses my protocol. These assumptions im-
pose a few interesting consequences that I exploited in the protocol design.

First, the vehicles want to inform other vehicles about a locally detected
anomaly. This forbids spreading rumors, and thus improves the reliability
of the information spread over the network. Since the event is tied to a
location, the vehicles that are interested in the advertisement are the ones
that will go to that location in the near future. This implies a localized
flooding (i.e. position-based multicast) method, where the coverage area of
a message should include the interested vehicles.

Second, the messages are only valid for a short time, and persistent
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anomalies require repeated warning messages instead of persistent warnings
with cancelling messages. The consequence is that under normal circum-
stances lots of messages are sent; thus, the overhead that comes from extra
transmissions needs to be minimized to ensure throughput, and minimize
delay. It also means that the message flood should be localized to the area,
where it is really useful.

Third, the vehicle traffic is dense, and the average speed of the vehicles is
high during the whole operation of the IVC, because the traffic is optimized
by the ITS application. Therefore, the set of other vehicles in the radio
range of a vehicle is changing rapidly. This renders neighbor detection, and
neighbor list maintenance hopeless. Without knowing the intended path
of the neighboring vehicles, we can only use estimates based on the usual
behavior of the vehicles to determine the coverage area for the messages.
The dense traffic is advantageous, because the connectivity of the network
makes the implementation of store-and-carry solutions unnecessary.

Fourth, the protocol is deployed in city centers, and similar densely devel-
oped areas, were the buildings block the propagation of the wireless signals
from spreading into parallel streets; thus, the message spread follows the
road network. My flood localization protocol exploits this feature by using
the digital map to route the message flood into areas, where it is expected
to be relevant.

2.4 Gossiping

The gossiping algorithm was first introduced to reduce the overhead in syn-
chronizing distributed databases [26]. With this algorithm in each round
the sites select a random subset of the available peers to synchronize with.
This reduces the network load and improves the convergence speed of the
synchronization. In mobile ad hoc networks the cost to reach a peer is not
uniform, but depends on the distance between the two nodes. In this case the
multi-hop gossiping algorithm is implemented as a flooding, where every node
rebroadcasts the received packets, but some packets are randomly dropped
with a predefined probability. This is still the same gossiping algorithm, with
a non-uniform peer selection method [36]. In both cases the goal of gossiping
is to deliver the data to all nodes; thus, in the ad hoc case the rebroadcast
probability needs to be fine-tuned to minimize the number of rebroadcasts,
yet deliver the message to all nodes in the network. Random peering with
neighboring nodes has also been proposed for message distribution in sensor
networks [60].

This situation is similar to the spread of an epidemic in a population,
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and the diffusion of fluids in porous materials. This has been studied by
mathematicians as well, under the name of percolation theory [33], which
considers the theoretical model as an infinite connected graph G from which
each edge is removed with probability (1 − p). The question is: for a given
p, what is the probability P that there is a connected subgraph of G that is
infinite? The surprising result is that there is a critical point pc such that
P = 0 if p < pc, and with a sharp transition P suddenly starts to increase
at p > pc as a

√
p-like function, reaching P = 1 at p = 1. These two phases

are called subcritical, and supercritical phases. The value of pc only depends
on the large-scale topology of the graph, and it is insensitive to the local
disturbances. In general, pc can only be determined via simulations, the
analytical results cover only a handful of topologies.

Since then other researchers have also used percolation theory to analyze
the connectivity in vehicular networks [39, 46].

2.5 Whispering

Usual gossiping algorithms aim to flood the entire network by operating in the
supercritical phase with p > pc, but they want to stay as close to pc as possible
to minimize the number of messages sent. As opposed to these, the main
idea behind my own message distribution algorithm is to localize the message
flood by using the subcritical (p < pc) phase [C1, C2, J1, J2, J3, B1]. To
unambiguously differentiate this from the usual gossiping, I call my solution
Whispering.

On a single road the distance (number of hops) the message can travel
follows Geometric distribution, as the forwarding process is a Bernoulli trial.
Although the support of the Geometric distribution is [0,∞), which means
the message may travel to the end of the world with nonzero probability,
this is an exceptionally rare event, as the distribution has a finite mean, and
variance; thus, the flood can be considered localized.

On a network of roads we can use the following theorem from percolation
theory to see that an upper bound for the size of the coverage area exists:
∃ϕ̃(p) > 0 : P(|C| ≥ n) < e−ϕ̃(p)n

1/d , where |C| is the volume of the largest
connected subgraph, d is the dimension, and n > 0 is arbitrary [33]. The
message flooding is thus always localized, if p < pc, and just like on the single
road. The size of the coverage area can be controlled with the rebroadcast
probability p.

With this probabilistic algorithm the coverage area is not precisely de-
fined. As I’ll show later, my CLoUD protocol doesn’t perform neighbor
discovery; thus, the vehicles that need to receive the message are unknown
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a-priori, which makes it impossible to define an exact coverage area. In the
next section I construct a method for setting the p rebroadcast probability
such that the optimal number of vehicles is notified.

2.6 Optimal Rebroadcast Probability
When a vehicle receives a message, it needs to decide whether to rebroadcast
it. If neighbor information was available, the obvious solution would be to
rebroadcast whenever there is a vehicle is in the radio range that has to
be notified. Without neighbor detection the vehicles can only rely on pre-
existing information, like statistics about the usual traffic conditions.

One of my basic assumptions was that the messages contain information
about a locally detected anomaly. Therefore, the vehicles that are interested
in the message are the ones that go to the position of the originator of
the message flow. If information about the intended path of the neighboring
vehicles is available, we can estimate the probability that vehicles in a certain
area are going to the position of the originator.

Definition 2.6.1. Relevance: the probability that there are vehicles in an
area that are interested in the message is the relevance of the message in that
area.

Without neighbor detection a vehicle cannot know if there are vehicles in
its radio range, and even if it heard transmissions that indicate the presence
of vehicles, their intended paths are still unknown. The usual solution to this
problem is to periodically send Hello messages that inform the other vehicles
of the path of the vehicle, but that would quickly fill the wireless channel in
a highly mobile scenario.

The relevance thus cannot be measured directly, but in Section 2.8 I’ll
show that the probability that vehicles go to the originator can be estimated
based on the usual traffic conditions. Once the relevance r of the message is
known, we need to adjust p accordingly.

It can be argued that once we know that there are v vehicles in our
radio range we know that the number of interested vehicles follows Binomial
distribution B(v, r). Theoretically, it would be a good idea to rebroadcast
only when v · r ≥ 1 (the expected value of the interested vehicles), but v
is unknown, and it’s difficult to estimate it without active probing. The
following simple theorem shows what the optimal p is, when only r is known.

Theorem 2.6.2. If the vehicle, which is about to rebroadcast a message, only
knows that the relevance of the message is r, then the optimal rebroadcast
probability is p = r.
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Proof. The ratios of correctly, and incorrectly notified, and not notified ve-
hicles are summarized in the following table:

Must be notified
Yes No

Will be notified Yes min(p,r) max(p-r, 0)
No max(r-p,0) min(1-p, 1-r)

The amount correctly notified vehicles is min(p, r) + min(1 − p, 1 − r),
and the amount incorrectly notified is max(p − r, 0) + max(r − p, 0). The
first is maximized, and the second is minimized, when p = r.

I call the p = r connection the Relevance Equation (RE) [C1, C2, J2, J3,
B1].

The limitation of this approach is that although it notifies the correct
number of vehicles, we cannot know whether the correct vehicles have been
notified, and we cannot guarantee that all interested vehicle receives the
message with 100% certainty. The main advantage on the other hand is
that, as I show in Section 2.8, r can be estimated without signaling; thus, we
can compensate the lack of accuracy with efficiency in resource utilization.

2.7 Describing the Usual Vehicle Behavior

A practical choice for describing the statistics of vehicle traffic is to define
turning probabilities in junctions [58, 50]. The road network is modeled with
a graph, where the junctions are the nodes, and the road segments connect-
ing them are the edges. In a junction for each incoming road segment the
turning probability specifies the relative frequency of vehicles choosing one of
the possible outgoing road segments. This defines a matrix of probabilities,
where the sum of each row is 1. Additionally, we can consider the stopping
probability of the vehicles on each road segment. I denote the turning prob-
abilities as qabc−→, and the stopping probabilities as sx. Vehicles arriving at
junction b from neighboring junction a go to the neighboring junction c with
probability qabc−→. The stop probability on the road segment x is sx.

The q, and s traffic descriptor parameters might come from a database
containing precalculated probabilities, which in turn may come from previous
measurements done by the traffic authorities. The size of such a database is
n∗d2, where n is the number of junctions, and d is their average degree. Note
that this is significantly smaller than the n2 required for an origin-destination
probability matrix.
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It might not be necessary to actively measure the traffic, and distribute
a database of probabilities. Instead, the vehicles may use an approximation
calculated from the road ranks, the notable places nearby. In my simulations
I used a simple formula that assigned higher probability to go on higher
ranked roads, and penalized taking sharp turns. It’s obviously not perfect:
even though the results in Section 2.13.1 look natural, in a real deployment
this approach can turn out to be inadequate.

2.8 Relevance on a Single Path
The relevance of the received message must be re-evaluated by certain vehi-
cles as it is being spread. Along a road segment between two neighboring
junctions there is not much to examine, as the vehicles either follow the road,
or stop. In the junctions; however, the vehicles choose one road segment as
the continuation of their path. A naturally emerging idea is to choose a new
rebroadcast probability p for each road segment.

It is necessary to measure the length of the road segments in term of
hop count h to correctly calculate the probability of a message traveling
through a road segment successfully. This h can be smaller than the number
of vehicle in that road segment, because not all receivers rebroadcast the
received message, just the farthest one, as explained later in Section 2.12.

The next theorem shows how the Relevance Equation can be expressed
using the turning and stopping probabilities [C1, C2, J2, J3, B1].

Theorem 2.8.1. If there is only a single path between the current position,
and the origin of the message, the optimal rebroadcast probability is

p = r = h

√
qabc−→

(1− sx), (2.1)

where h and sx refer to the current road segment, and qabc−→ refers to the last
junction on the path.

Proof. The probability of a vehicle getting to the source along a given path
is ∏

abc−→∈Q

qabc−→

∏
x∈S

(1− sx), (2.2)

because these probabilities are independent. In the formula Q is the set of
junctions, and S is the set of road segments along the path.

The probability of a message reaching a certain point along a given path
is

n∏
i∈S

pi
hi , (2.3)
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if the rebroadcast probability p is unchanged along the road segments.
If there is only one possible path between the origin of the message, and

the current position, the above two probabilities must equal in order to ensure
p = r. Combining the two probabilities in one equation yields

n∏
i∈S

pi
hi =

∏
abc−→∈Q

qabc−→

∏
x∈S

(1− sx). (2.4)

This formula is recursive, because it is expanded with one term at each
junction, and each road segment along the path of the message. For the
following deduction I change the notations a bit, and the lower index will
mean the iteration along the path of the message. At the first junction we
have

p1
h1 = s1q1, (2.5)

at the second we have
p1
h1p2

h2 = s1q1s2q2, (2.6)

where we can substitute Equation (2.5) as

p1
h1p2

h2 = p1
h1s2q2, (2.7)

which simplifies to
p2
h2 = s2q2. (2.8)

At the third junction we have three terms, of which the first two cancel out,
and so on, and so forth. In effect, all previous q, s, p and h cancel out, and
only the ones for the current position remain.

The consequence of the theorem is that the calculation doesn’t require
any information about the previous path of the message, or the paths of the
vehicles.

I call Equation (2.1) Single Path Relevance (SPR).
A simple explanation of the phenomenon that the previous path of the

message instance becomes irrelevant is that the distance traveled along a
path has Geometric distribution for both the messages, and the vehicles.
Being memoryless is a well-known property of the Geometric distribution:
the conditional probability “what is the probability of reaching hop X+Y if
it reached hop X” is independent of X.
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Figure 2.1: Branching-merging path model for examining the multipath be-
havior
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Figure 2.2: Reception, and arrival probabilities with the branching-merging
path model

2.9 Applying the Results to a Road Network
Unfortunately, the Single Path Relevance does not apply to situations, where
there are multiple possible paths between the origin of the message, and the
current position. The fundamental cause behind the problem can be under-
stood by examining what happens when the path branches, and later the
branches merge, as shown in Fig. 2.1. It’s only a part of the road network;
thus, there are edges that lead out of the figure – those represent the paths
that never reach the other endpoint. At the branching node a vehicle can
choose one edge to go forward on, if there are N branches, and M of them
lead to the merge point eventually, then the vehicle doesn’t leave the ex-
amined part with p = M/N probability. For simplicity, let’s assume that
the probability of staying within this subgraph is p at each node. The mes-
sage flow goes into all possible directions at the branching node, but some of
the instances are lost due to the Whispering algorithm. At the merge node
the arrived message instances merge into a single instance. From there the
message flow branches again, if there are multiple outgoing edges.

Lemma 2.9.1. If the path between the origin of the message, and the current
position at one point branches into N disjunct paths, and later merges into
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one path again, the arrival probability of the vehicles from B to A is

P(vehicle arrives at A) = p2, (2.9)

and the probability that a message instance sent from A reaches B is

P(message arrives at B) =
n∑
k=1

(
n

k

)
pk(1− p)n−k(1− (1− p)k). (2.10)

Proof. First, we consider the path of a vehicle on Fig. 2.1. It simply chooses
one of the branches at B, goes along it, and eventually reaches A, unless it
leaves the subgraph. In order to reach A, it has to choose a branch at B that
goes to A, and stay on that branch. Both happen with probability p in this
example; thus, it reaches A with probability p2.

The spread of the messages happens in a different way. At A the message
can go to every branch simultaneously, but each instance is subject to a
random drop of the Whispering algorithm. The number of instances that
enter the branches follows Binomial distribution

P(message instances entering the branches = k) =

(
n

k

)
pk(1− p)n−k,

(2.11)
and the probability that any of these k instances survives until B is

P(at least one of them survives) = 1− (1− p)k, (2.12)

because they can be dropped at the branch nodes in the middle. The total
probability of reception at B is the sum of the above for k ∈ [1 . . . n].

Fig. 2.2 shows the message reception, and vehicle arrival probabilities for
some branch counts. It is apparent that the message is received with consid-
erably higher probability than the arrival of the vehicle. When the message
is spread over a network of roads in an urban environment, the path between
any two points contains several branches, and merges; thus, an analytical
result for the message reception and vehicle arrival probabilities is difficult
to obtain. I created a simple simulation to compare these probabilities on a
30× 30 square lattice graph.

In the simulation the vehicle arrival probability is created with a random
walk starting from the center node, with the exit condition of visiting an
already visited node, or leaving the map at an edge node. The message
propagation starts from the same node; it is limited by the random drops at
each node, and the repetition cancel algorithm: each node rebroadcasts the
message only once, even if it receives the message multiple times. The vehicle
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of vehicle random walk, and message propagation
on a square lattice graph, cardinal direction
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of vehicle random walk, and message propagation
on a square lattice graph, diagonal direction

chooses the next junction from the three candidates with equal probability
p = 1/3, and the received message is forwarded to each of those junctions
with probability p = 1/3; thus, this algorithm implements Equation (2.1)
with h = 1.

The simulation results for the number of unique vehicles/messages seen
at each node are shown in Fig. 2.3 for a cardinal direction, and Fig. 2.4 for
diagonal direction. The two reception probabilities are close at the beginning,
and later they diverge. This divergence is not relevant in practice; however,
because the reception probability is so low at that distance.

It is a bit surprising that the vehicle arrival probability is higher than
the message reception probability. The reason for this is that vehicles are
forbidden to do u-turns, which creates a drift in the random walk. The
message rebroadcast probabilities also reflect this restriction: nodes never
forward the message to the node they received it from, and the forward
probability is 1/3 to the remaining 3 neighbors.
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of vehicle random walk, and message propagation
on a square lattice graph, cardinal direction, increased probability for going
straight

In a real road network the forwarding probabilities, which reflect the
vehicle turning probabilities, are not uniform. I examined this case with
assigning higher probability to going straight, and renormalizing the turning
probabilities; this scenario models the effect of a higher ranked road. The
results are shown in Fig. 2.5. As expected, the difference between the message
spread, and the vehicle arrival is decreased, because this scenario is closer to
the single-road one.

The conclusion based on these results is that the message propagation
on a road network is different from the average vehicle movement, but the
message relevance calculated as r = p using the formula derived for a single
path yields acceptable results. The reception probability is quite low after
a few hops, but note that the hops in this model are junctions of the road
network. The vehicles that are a few block away from the event can easily
avoid the danger, because there are plenty of alternate routes, as the vehicle
arrival probabilities show.

2.10 Improving the Reliability of the Dissemi-
nation

Although the whispering algorithm is simple, and efficient, it has a problem
that prevents its usage in safety-related applications. The size of the coverage
area has enormous variance: it is quite possible that one message is dropped
after 1 hop, and the next one reaches 15 hops, despite the forwarding prob-
abilities being the same. In this section I present a method for improving
the reliability of the whispering algorithm [C2, J3]. I call this improvement
Audible Whispering.
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If there is only a single possible path between the source of the mes-
sage, and the current position, the distance the message can travel follows
Geometric distribution G(p). The mean of this distribution is

µG =
p

1− p
, (2.13)

and its standard deviation is

σG =

√
p

1− p
, (2.14)

which is bigger than the mean, because p < 1.
Note that usually the Geometric distribution is defined as the number of

Bernoulli trials required to get the first success, and p is the success probabil-
ity. In my definition it is the other way around, because the forwarding of the
message is considered “success”, and dropping it is the “failure”. Therefore,
in the above formulas p, and 1− p are swapped compared to the textbooks.

The only way to decrease this wobbliness is to modify the message for-
warding algorithm in a way that changes the distribution of the distance the
messages travel. The Geometric distribution is actually part of a family of
related distributions. The Negative Binomial distribution NB(k, p) is the
number of Bernoulli trials required to get k failures, if p is the success prob-
ability (note the inconsistency in the usual definition of these distributions).
The mean of the Negative Binomial distribution is

µNB =
kp

1− p
, (2.15)

and its standard deviation is

σNB =

√
kp

1− p
. (2.16)

The Negative Binomial distribution is in the center of the distribution family.
NB(1, p) is Geometric distribution G(p). With λ = kp

1−p , k →∞, and p→ 0,
it becomes Poisson distribution P (λ). The Exponential distribution E(λ)
can also be considered part of this family, as either the continuous analogue
of the Geometric distribution, or the distribution of the waiting time between
the events of a Poisson process.

Theorem 2.10.1. Changing the forwarding game of Whispering (see Fig. 2.6a)
to Audible Whispering (see Fig. 2.6b) changes the distribution of the distance
a message can travel on a single path from Geometric to Negative Binomial.
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function Whisper(message, p, delay)
if Rand(0, 1) < p then

Forward(message, delay)
else

Drop(message, delay)
end if

end function
(a)

function Audible Whisper(message, p, delay)
pp = Adjust Prob(p) . this executes Equation (2.20)
while Rand(0, 1) > pp do

message.votes++
end while
if message.votes < k then

Forward(message, delay)
else

Drop(message, delay)
end if

end function
(b)

Figure 2.6: Pseudocode of the Whispering algorithms

Figure 2.7: Markov chain model of the Audible Whispering algorithm

The Audible Whispering algorithm replaces the single Bernoulli trial used
in the original Whispering algorithm to decide whether the message should be
forwarded, or dropped with a voting system that grants additional chances of
survival. The message is only dropped, once it collected k votes, but it doesn’t
mean that it has to travel at least k hops. With k = 1 this is equivalent to the
Whispering algorithm. The parameter k is a global constant in the system.

Proof. The Markov chain model of the Audible Whispering algorithm is
shown in Fig. 2.7. The states represent the number of votes the message
received so far, and the transitions are the results of the Bernoulli trials in
the While loop. In each round the message is either forwarded (with prob-
ability p), or the vote counter is increased (with probability 1− p). What we
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seek is the following probability

P(entering state j in round i) = (2.17)
= (1− p)P(being in state j − 1 in round i− 1).

The probability of being in a state follows Binomial distribution with i − 1
experiments, j − 1 failures, and i− 1− j + 1 = i− j successes

P(being in state j − 1 in round i− 1) =

(
i− 1

i− j

)
pi−j(1− p)j−1. (2.18)

The final state is the kth, and the number of hops the message travels is
h = i− j. Substituting these back into Equation (2.17) yields

P(hops = h) =

(
h+ k − 1

h

)
ph(1− p)k, (2.19)

which is the probability mass function of the Negative Binomial distribution.
Alternatively, we can also notice that this game fits the definition of

the negative binomial distribution: the number of successes in a series of
independent Bernoulli-trials before the specified number of failures occur. In
our case the success is the rebroadcast, and the failure is the increase of the
votes.

The mean of the Negative Binomial distribution is k times the mean of the
Geometric distribution. This means that changing the forwarding algorithm,
and setting k > 1 increases the size of the coverage area. This has to be
corrected.

Theorem 2.10.2. Using the rebroadcast probability

p′ =
p

k + p(1− k)
(2.20)

with the Audible Whispering algorithm at k > 1 reduces the variance of the
size of the coverage area, while maintaining its average size.

Proof. The goal is to find a new rebroadcast probability p′ that makes the
mean of the two distributions equal as

p

1− p
=

kp′

1− p′
. (2.21)

Solving this for p′ yields Equation (2.20).
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Figure 2.8: Probability of reaching the ith hop on a single path with p = 1/3
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of vehicle random walk, and message propagation
on a square lattice graph, cardinal direction, k = 10

The new variance is

σ′
2

=
kp′

(1− p′)2
=
p(k + p− kp)
k(1− p)2

= σ2(1− p+ p/k), (2.22)

which is the same as the variance with the original Whispering algorithm at
k = 1. If k → ∞, the variance is σ′2 = µ, because it becomes a Poisson
distribution.

The above theorems only examined the reliability improvement for a sin-
gle path, because that is the case that can be handled analytically. On a
single path the first few nodes receive the message with higher probability,
and the farther nodes receive with lower probability, as Fig. 2.8 shows. For
multiple paths I used the same simulator as in the previous section to create
Fig. 2.9. In the beginning the two probabilities are close, and then the mes-
sage reception probability suddenly drops. In practice this means that the
message flood is cut off after a few hops – this significantly reduces the po-
tential size of the coverage area, but at the same time also provides stronger
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of average size of the coverage area with Whisper-
ing, and Audible Whispering on a 100× 100 grid

guarantee for finite coverage area, which may become desirable when lots of
notifications are circulating in the network.

The obvious question now is the following: is there an optimal value of k?
The larger k is the smaller the variance is, but the nodes need to spend more
rounds in the While loop. Generating random numbers might be expensive
on an embedded device, and the added latency is undesirable. According to
my simulations, the effect of increasing k is not noticeable on the message
spread above k = 10. In the simulations I used the Mersenne Twister pseudo-
random number generator [45], which is not cryptographically secure, but it’s
fast, statistically random, and it has an exceptionally long period (219937−1)
for each seed.

Audible Whispering is fundamentally different from the original Whis-
pering algorithm: the dissemination is not memoryless anymore; thus, the
percolation model doesn’t apply to it, and it doesn’t exhibit two-phase be-
havior. As Fig. 2.10 shows, with k = 10 the size of the coverage area only
starts to increase near p = 1, without the sudden increase in the middle that
the k = 1 case shows.

2.11 Flow Localization in the CLoUD Protocol

We’ve seen that the theoretical model suggests that the subcritical phase of
gossiping is suitable for controlled flood localization. It’s now worth thinking
about building a message dissemination protocol around it. I developed two
variants of the Carefully Localized Urban Dissemination (CLoUD) protocol
with different assumptions about the vehicular network. First I explain how
the message instances are routed on the road network, and then I present
the two variants of the CLoUD protocol, depending on the radio range: the
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Dense and the Sparse vaiant. This protocol also needs a special message
forwarding algorithm that performs the correct repetition cancel mechanism,
which will be explained in the next section.

2.11.1 Routing the Message Flow

In this section I show how the vehicles use the position information in the
message to decide whether they are allowed to rebroadcast it.

The message header of CLoUD contains the identifiers of two junctions
that define the road segment the message instance is currently intended to
be forwarded on: junction_src, and junction_dst. Locking the message
instances to specific road segments is necessary for controlled flooding, and
this does not constrain the propagation of the information, because the range
of the wireless transmissions would not allow much longer hops than a road
segment anyway.

The two junctions also define the direction in which the message should
travel. Only vehicles that are closer to junction_dst than the previous ve-
hicle are allowed to rebroadcast a message, this is why every forwarder sets
its position in the message header as previous_X, and previous_Y . Upon
reaching junction_dst, that junction becomes the new junction_src, and
the end of the new road segment becomes the new junction_dst.

When forwarding a message the direction in which the vehicle is going is
unimportant; however, the message flow is initiated in a specific direction.
The source vehicle sets junction_src to the junction it is going to, and
junction_dst to the junction it is coming from; thus, the message flow will
cover the area behind that vehicle. The reason for this is that the anomaly the
source wants to warn other vehicles about doesn’t necessarily affect both sides
of the road – if it does, an other vehicle coming from the opposite direction
will independently detect it, and send a warning in the other direction.

There are three special situations, in which the received message may be
rebroadcasted. In the following the vehicle that received the message is on a
road segment between junction1, and junction2.

Same road means that the vehicle is on the road specified by junction_src,
and junction_dst in the message header. In this situation the message
is always eligible for rebroadcast in both variants of CLoUD regardless of
junction_src = junction1, or junction_src = junction2.

Next road means that either junction1, or junction2 is junction_dst of
the message, but junction_src doesn’t match. This case is only relevant for
the Sparse variant.

Next junction means that the vehicle is in junction_dst of the message.
It’s not important where it came from, or which direction it goes, just that
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it’s currently within a specified radius from the center of the junction. From
this position the vehicle’s broadcasts can be heard clearly in all directions,
which is important in the Dense variant.

In any other situation, the message shouldn’t be forwarded, because it’s
lost. It might not even be useful to process lost messages at all.

2.11.2 Dense Variant

The Dense variant assumes dense vehicle traffic, and short radio range of a
few dozen meters (h > 1) [C1, J2]. The short wireless range corresponds to a
Wireless Personal Area Networking (WPAN) technology, like Bluetooth [9],
which are usually not considered for ad-hoc IVC, but they are a viable al-
ternative. The required vehicle density is high, but it does occur in densely
populated areas during rush hours in the morning, and in the afternoon, when
most people are on the way between their homes, and their workplaces. I
assume that the vehicles have a method of calculating an estimate ĥ for the
current road segment based on their measurements about the radio range,
and interference.

A vehicle doesn’t calculate p for itself, because it already received the
message; rather, it needs to determine, with what probability the other vehi-
cles around it need to receive the message. Calculating Equation (2.1) as-is is
not always possible, because sometimes it would require knowledge about ĥ
on road segments the vehicle hasn’t been on. As h is expected to be heavily
influenced by the density of the traffic, and the amount of interference, it
either has to be measured directly, or it has to be told to the other vehicles.
The latter one is unacceptable in this networking scenario.

The Dense variant solves this problem by factoring Equation (2.1) into
two parts, and differentiating the vehicles into two categories. The factoring
is

p1p2
h−1 = q(1− s), (2.23)

and the two parts become p1 = q, and p2 = h−1
√

(1− s); thus, we have a
separate p for the first step along the road segment, which is in the junction.

The vehicle in the next junction doesn’t have to know ĥ for all outgoing
road segments, as it simply sets p = q for each outgoing direction. The
vehicles along the road segments check if they are on the same road, and set
p = ĥ−1

√
(1− s) using their estimate for h. Therefore, the probability of the

message reaching the next junction is ĥ
√
q(1− s), as required.

For this method to work there needs to be at least one vehicle in each
junction with high probability, or the message flow cannot propagate into the
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next road segments. It’s not unreasonable with the vehicle density assumed
by this variant based on the wireless range.

The vehicles that are in junctions thus need to send one message instance
to each outgoing road segment, except the ones that it dropped. In my
simulations I implemented it such that the messages are aggregated into a
single packet, and the receivers filter out the ones that are not addressed to
their road segment. It might be a viable alternative to change the message
header such that it has a list of road segments where the message is intended.

2.11.3 Sparse Variant

The Sparse variant assumes that radio range is longer than the road seg-
ments, and there is at least one vehicle on each road segment with high
probability [C2, J3]. The IEEE 802.11p wireless standard [6], which is in-
tended for IVC, promises several hundred meters range in an open field; usual
road segments are shorter than that; thus, it satisfies the above requirement.
Note that in an urban environment it is unlikely that a transmission is heard
from 2 junctions away; thus, limiting the validity of a message instance to a
specific road segment does not hinder the message spread.

The assumption of h = 1 enables major simplifications. Equation (2.1)
is simplified to p = q(1− s), for which all information can be obtained from
the traffic database attached to the digital map. If a vehicle on the next road
segment receives the message, it sets p = q(1−s) using the stop probability on
the current road segment, and the turning probability along next junction–
junction_dst–junction_src (before updating those junctions in the message
header).

In the event of receiving a message on the same road, the forwarding
probability is set to 1. Most of the time this transmission is canceled by
an other vehicle from the next road segment, but if that’s not the case, the
Relevance Equation has already been satisfied; thus, there is no need to play
dice anymore.

If there are no vehicles on a road segment, the message flow will skip the
area beyond that road segment, unless there is another path leading there.
This is known as the “void event” in the context of geographical routing in
sensor networks [18], and there is a vast array of methods for handling it.
For CLoUD I chose not to handle this at all, because I wanted to keep the
basic protocol as simple as possible. A void event is probably not serious issue
for CLoUD, because, according to the basic assumptions, a persistent trouble
induces multiple messages. Moreover, in the meantime the unnotified vehicles
will move closer to the originator, thus increasing their reception probability.
It might also happen that the problem is solved by the time they arrive at
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Table 2.1: Fields of a CLoUD message header

Type Name
uint64 ID
uint32 source_X
uint32 source_Y
uint32 previous_X
uint32 previous_Y
uint32 junction_src
uint32 junction_dst
uint16 votes
uint8 hops
bool dropped
string message

the site; thus, they end up not needing the information.

2.11.4 The Message Header

The data the CLoUD messages carry is shown in Table 2.1 with the types
I chose in my implementation for the packet-level simulations. The message
header is common for the Dense, and the Sparse variants. Some of these
fields were already explained, namely, the junctions, and the position of the
previous vehicle that rebroadcasted the message, in this section I explain the
remaining ones.

The most important fields from the perspective of the traffic control ap-
plication are the location of the initiator of the message flow, and the actual
warning message. In my implementation the location is geographical coordi-
nates, but a pair of junction IDs can also identify the road segment, where
the problem was detected. The warning might be represented with a number
chosen from a standardized list of possible values, or even a complex data
structure serialized into a string. In my implementation for the simulations
the source simply sends the string “Attention!!!” every time, because there is
no traffic control application.

The message contains a randomly generated unique identifier of the mes-
sage, which is used to suppress duplicates. In my implementation this ID is
64 bits long to minimize the probability of a collision.

The vote counter is used by the Audible Whispering algorithm. I chose
this field to be 16 bits to leave room for experimentation, but in reality 8
bits should be enough.

The hops field is used by the Dense variant to measure h on the current
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road segment: by looking at the number of hops taken on the road segment
so far, the current position, and the total length, one can get an estimate
ĥ. This is just an example; though, a real implementation might use more
sophisticated measurement methods, which may require different data in the
message header.

The last field of the message is the dropped flag. It is used by the message
forwarding algorithm, which will be explained in the next section.

2.12 Message Forwarding Algorithm

The flow routing of the CLoUD protocol assumes that a broadcasted message
will only be rebroadcasted by the vehicle that is in the most advantageous
position for increasing the area covered by the message flow. Typically, this
means that the receiver that is the farthest from the previous node needs to
be selected. There are several algorithms in the literature that can achieve
such a feat.

A significant part of VANET research is focused around fast, and reliable
message broadcasting by selecting the farthest node to rebroadcast the re-
ceived message. Without this, the superfluous rebroadcasts would consume
the scarce radio resources, an effect called broadcast storm [48].

One way of selecting the farthest node is to extend the virtual carrier
sense (RTS/CTS) mechanism of 802.11 for broadcast messages [41]. Before
broadcasting, the node sends an RTB (Ready To Broadcast), for which the
farthest node will be the fastest to answer with a CTB (Clear To Broadcast).
After the data frame has been sent, the node that sent the CTB has to send
the ACK frame as well. In the junctions the first version of their protocol
(Urban Multi-hop Broadcast – UMB) requires fixed nodes for forwarding;
vehicles that are close to junctions send their messages to the fixed node with
unicast transmission. Their second version (Ad-hoc Multi-hop Broadcast –
AMB) eliminates the need for fixed infrastructure by electing the vehicle
closest to the center of the junction to be the omnidirectional repeater. For
CLoUD this solution is not acceptable, because of the high overhead per
transmission, but I used the idea of the special handling of the vehicles in
the junctions in the Dense variant.

Fortunately, there is a simpler way of selecting the most suitable repeater
node, if the message flow has a specific destination point. There are several
independent papers [16, 32, 12, 29] that contain essentially the same idea:
all receiver nodes schedule the rebroadcast, but the closer they are to the
destination, the shorter their delay is. The nodes that hear an other node re-
broadcasting before them, cancel their transmission. Since there is a specific
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direction the message is intended to, there is no hidden terminal, because the
nodes that select short delay are close to each other, and the nodes that are
farther from the destination than the previous node don’t try to rebroadcast.
The delay is best calculated as a linear function of the distance

delay = max delay
(

1− distance
max distance

)
, (2.24)

because this gives the same resolution over the entire transmission range. The
“max distance” in the formula is usually thought of as the wireless transmis-
sion range, which is known by the nodes – at least in the simulations.

For CLoUD I adapted the delay-based contention algorithm to consider
the road network when calculating the delay, and deciding whether to cancel a
transmission when receiving another instance of the message [C1, C2, J2, J3].

2.12.1 Rebroadcast Delay

In the Dense variant the receiver vehicles that may rebroadcast are either
on the same road segment, or in the next junction. The wireless range is
significantly shorter than the length of the road segment, and the vehicles
have an estimate of it, because they need ĥ to set p. On the same road the
delay is best calculated as Equation (2.24), if the current vehicle is closer to
junction_dst, than the previous one, and no rebroadcasting otherwise.

In the next junction the delay is

delaynextjunction = τjmin + τj
dist(mypos, junction_center)

junction_radius
, (2.25)

where τjmin + τj < τsmin, because a vehicle in the next junction must always
be faster than any vehicle on the same road segment. In Fig. 2.11 if a
message comes on Elm street from the left, and it’s received by A, B, and C,
then B sets shorter delay than A, but C is faster than both of them. This
prioritization algorithm ensures the fastest propagation.

In a junction of roads with multiple lanes it might happen that the junc-
tion radius is larger than the wireless transmission range. This case is beyond
the scope of this work, because it also implies that the road segments cannot
be treated as one-dimensional.

In the Sparse variant h = 1, and the receiver vehicles that may rebroad-
cast are either on the same road segment, or on the next road segments. The
delay calculation on the same road segment can’t use the transmission radius,
because that’s most of the times longer than the road segment itself. Since
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the closer a vehicle is to junction_dst the more advantageous its position is,
the delay should be calculated as

delaysameroad = τsmin + τs
dist(mypos, junction_dst)

dist(junction_src, junction_dst)
. (2.26)

This gives the same delay difference for a given position difference along
the entire road segment. Using the position of the previous vehicle instead
of junction_src in the formula increases the sensitivity for small distance
differences, but it’s not needed, if τs is long enough.

On the next road segment the formula is identical to the one for the same
road segment, but with different constants

delaynextroad = τnmin + τn
dist(mypos, junction_dst)

dist(junction_src, junction_dst)
. (2.27)

In this formula junction_src, and junction_dst are the updated junctions
referring to the current road segment. The delay constants must be chosen to
satisfy τnmin +τn < τsmin, because the transmissions on the next road segment
must always override the ones on the same road segment.

The values of the τ delay constants in the formulas are extremely im-
portant. If they are too small, the transmissions collide, if they are too big,
the message dissemination becomes too slow. In extreme cases it might even
happen that by the time the message is sent out, the vehicle is no longer in
the position it was supposed to rebroadcast from. In my simulations I used a
simple propagation model that emulated the buildings blocking the wireless
signal, but it was not good enough for optimizing the delay constants. I also
found the communication pattern inadequate for this, as there was only one
message source.

I consulted the papers that introduced delay-based next hop selection
to see if they give any hint on optimal delay values. In [32] they use 37.5
ms maximum delay, and they claim that they found it to be optimal in
their previous paper; however, in their previous paper they write 45 ms, and
confess that they didn’t thoroughly optimize for that parameter. In [16] 40
ms is used as maximum delay, because they claim that the waiting time
on average should be twice as long as the transmission of the data frame.
In [29] the size of the contention window is set according to the distance,
and the maximum size is the same as maximum in the original exponentially
increasing backoff window of 802.11 (it’s 1023 slot times, one slot time is 20
us). [12] presents detailed performance results, but they fail to mention the
maximum delay they used.

Without being able to properly optimize for the delay value I decided to
adopt the maximum delay proposed in the literature. In the simulations I
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Figure 2.11: Vehicle traffic scenario for explaining the rules used by the
message forwarding algorithm

used τsmin = 42 ms, τs = 40 ms, τnmin = 0 ms, τn = 40 ms. This gives 40 ms
delay interval for the same road, and the next areas separately, which is quite
conservative, but I didn’t want to accidentally get incorrect results due to
excessive collisions.

2.12.2 Overriding Transmissions

We’ve seen that the vehicle that sets the shortest delay before rebroadcasting
is the one that eventually gets to rebroadcast the received message, because
the others hear its transmission, and they cancel theirs. The question is:
which vehicles should be allowed to override our transmission, considering
that we can hear transmissions from several different road segments. The
override rules must satisfy the following numbered requirements.

It’s obvious, that (1) transmissions on the same road segment must be
able to override each other. The nontrivial cases are the branching and the
merging of the message flow.

First, let’s consider the branching of the message flow. In Fig. 2.11 vehicle
A broadcasts the message, which is received by all of the other lettered ve-
hicles. With the Dense variant B, and C may rebroadcast, and (2) C should
override B. With the Sparse variant, all of them are eligible for rebroad-
casting, but (3) B is overridden by everyone else, and C becomes irrelevant,
because D, or F on Oak street will definitely override it with their shorter
delay. Naturally, (4) D, E, and F shouldn’t override each other.

The merging of the flow is similar to branching. If two instances of the
same message come from the left, and down, they should merge, and branch
again into two new instances that go to the right, and up. On the vehicle
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level it goes like this. Vehicles B, and F each hold an instance of the message,
and the junction_dst of both instances is the intersection of Elm street, and
Oak street. Let’s assume that B rebroadcasts first. This case is only different
from the branching case in the role of F: this time (5) F has to be overridden
by everyone else. Note that with the Dense variant it’s inevitable that C also
sends a message instance in the direction of F, but on that road segment it
gets ignored.

Theorem 2.12.1. The numbered requirements for overriding transmissions
can be satisfied, if the vehicles cancel their scheduled transmissions in the
following two cases:

Condition 1 The received message instance has the same junction_dst as
the scheduled one

Condition 2 The junction_src of the received message instance is the same
as junction_dst of the scheduled one

Proof. The first condition covers the same road case (1), but it lacks the
check for the same junction_src in order to cover situation (5) as well.

The second condition covers the cases, where the message has been re-
targeted to the next road segment. The vehicle that does the retargeting is
in the next junction, or on the next road segment with the Dense, and the
Sparse variants, respectively. These are situations (2), and (3).

Situation (4) is not covered by either of the conditions; thus, no over-
ride will happen. Nor will it happen when a vehicle receives a transmission
targeted for a totally unrelated road segment.

Overriding of transmissions is crucial for optimal message propagation,
and the elimination of the superfluous broadcast messages. The CLoUD
protocol uses the Whispering algorithm; however, which means that some
messages are randomly dropped instead of being forwarded. Let’s imagine
the scenario, where the vehicle that chose the shortest delay has to drop the
message, because it was voted off. If it would stay silent, the vehicle with
the second shortest delay would get a chance to rebroadcast, if their instance
wasn’t voted off. The CLoUD protocol solves this problem by rebroadcasting
the dropped message with the dropped flag set to true; messages that were
received with this flag set must never be rebroadcasted. My implementa-
tion also removes the warning message from these “dropped” messages, and
only sends the header, because in theory this transmission is not supposed
to disseminate the warning any further. In a real deployment, where the
wireless channel is saturated, and the interference level is high, it may be
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function Receive Message(message)
if not message.dropped and Not Yet Delivered(message) then

Deliver To Application(message)
end if
if In Queue(message.id) then

if Same Dest Or Next Road(message, queued) then
queued.tooslow = true

end if
else

if not message.dropped then
Rebroadcast Sparse(message)

end if
end if

end function
function Rebroadcast Sparse(message)

if On Same Road(message, vehicle) then
if we are farther from message.junction_dst than previous node then

return
end if
delay = proportional to distance from message.junction_dst
p = 1

else if On Next Road(message, vehicle) then
delay = proportional to distance from next junction_dst
p = q(1− s)
Update junctions in message

end if
Update position of previous node in message to our position
queue.insert(message.id, message.junction_src, junction_dst)
Reliable Gossip(message, p, delay) . see Fig. 2.6

end function
function Forward(message, delay)

Schedule(delay, message, "Send Out")
end function
function Drop(message, delay)

message.dropped = true . canceling the transmission of the other nodes
Schedule(delay, message, "Send Out")

end function
function Send Out

if InQueue(message.id) and not queued.tooslow then
Serialize And Broadcast(message)

end if
end function

Figure 2.12: Pseudocode of the message forwarding for the Sparse variant

advantageous to extend the coverage area by keeping the warning message
in the dropped messages.

The full algorithm of the message forwarding is shown in Fig. 2.12. It uses
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the functions implementing the Whispering algorithm from Fig. 2.6. Some
of the functions are not expanded in Fig. 2.12 due to space constraint. The
Same Dest Or Next Road function implements the two conditions of
Theorem 2.12.1, and the functions On Same Road, and On Next Road
implement two of the conditions discussed in section Section 2.11.1.

The repeat canceling is achieved with a hash table, keyed by the message
ID, containing the junction_src, and junction_dst of the messages waiting
to be rebroadcasted. If a second instance of a message is received, the hash
table entry made by the first instance is marked as "tooslow", and the second
instance is dropped. When the pre-transmission delay is over for a message,
it is only sent out, if the corresponding hash table entry is not marked as
"tooslow". Any subsequent message instance is dropped due to the existing
hash table entry. The old entries are purged by a periodic timer, when the
message flow is thought to have been surely ended, and no more instances
are expected.

2.13 Packet-level Simulations

I verified the feasibility of the CLoUD protocol with packet-level simulations
in the widely-known Network Simulator 3 (ns-3) [2]. The ns-3 is an event-
driven simulator aimed at emulating computer networks with high fidelity.

I created an application, called MPVis (for MultiPath Visualizer), that
has a graphical user interface for displaying, and editing the road network.
It can import maps from OpenStreetMap [3], and generate some special
topologies, like square grid. The q values representing the usual traffic con-
ditions are uniform by default, but MPVis supports loading, and executing a
Lua [38] script to automatically generate the q values; there is even a built-in
text editor that can be used to tweak the script. MPVis supports two types
of vehicles. The static ones are either placed manually in the map editor,
or automatically placed onto every road segment. The dynamic ones can be
added to a map file with the widely used vehicle traffic simulator SUMO [4].
SUMO writes a snapshot of the vehicle positions for every second during
its simulation, and this output can be imported into MPVis. If there are
dynamic vehicles, the user interface shows a time slider, which can be used
to select the vehicle configuration for which the data dissemination should
be simulated. The time slider also shows markers for the moments, where
simulation results are available.

The ns-3 simulator is implemented purely in C++, and it compiles into a
series of shared object files (libns3-something.so). The MPVis application is
linked to these shared objects, resulting in a seamless integration. When the
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simulation is started, a wireless node is created for every vehicle on the map,
and they use a special mobility model that reports the vehicle’s position
as the node’s position. I also implemented a propagation loss model that
extends the default log-distance model with additional loss depending on the
path on the road network between the two points. This feature is essential
due to the fourth basic assumption of Section 2.3. The implemented model
is quite simple: it adds a loss linearly proportional to the sum of the angles
along the road between the two points. A more detailed loss model based
on real wave propagation models would certainly be useful, but for these
simulations it would be overkill.

The CLoUD protocol is theoretically part of the network layer, and the
link layer of the network stack in the nodes, because it’s a point-multipoint
routing protocol, and it also modifies the next hop selection functionality of
the nodes. As such, my first implementation was a routing module (following
the example of the existing implementations for ad hoc routing protocols),
but it had to implement some awkward interfaces, because the routing code
wasn’t properly designed for multicast. It also turned out to require frequent
code maintenance, because the node-internal API was in motion that time
(ns-3 was at version 3.2–3.4 when I did this, but the results presented in
this dissertation have been re-run with 3.18). Therefore, I abandoned that
code, and implemented CLoUD as an application instead. This application
communicates over UDP, and sends the messages to the broadcast address.

In the simulations there was always only one message initiator vehicle,
as I wanted to study the coverage area from a known originator position.
Having multiple initiators would have been certainly useful for performance
testing, but in my experience that would only test the scalability of the
wireless medium access control. In ns-3 I used standard 802.11a with a
slightly increased transmission power, but a real deployment would most
likely use 802.11p. Therefore, I refrained from conducting scalability tests
on CLoUD with this simulator.

2.13.1 Simulation Results

I started with examining the dissemination profile with the Sparse variant
on a square grid with an aperture of 100 m, and one vehicle statically placed
in the center of each road segment. The results are shown in Fig. 2.13, and
Fig. 2.14. Comparing these figures with Fig. 2.3, and Fig. 2.9 respectively,
we can conclude that the packet-level spread faithfully follows the theoretical
model. I repeated the experiment with more vehicles per road segment, and
got the same result, albeit with a small loss near the originator due to the
congestion of the radio channel. The figures only show the results for the
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Figure 2.13: Packet-level simulation for message arrival probability vs. dis-
tance from the source; k = 1
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Figure 2.14: Packet-level simulation for message arrival probability vs. dis-
tance from the source; k = 10

Sparse variant; the Dense variant gives the same results, just slower, because
it needs more vehicles.

Unlike the generic spreading tests, where the coverage area was uniform
in all directions, the CLoUD protocol initiates the message flow in a cer-
tain direction. In Fig. 2.3, and Fig. 2.9 only the straight road behind the
originator vehicle is shown. As Fig. 2.15 shows, in the opposite direction
the message flow dies out much quicker. It’s not an instantaneous cutoff;
however, even though the message sent by the originator doesn’t propagate
beyond junction_src. After the first junction_dst the message starts to
spread in all directions, and some instances reach the area ahead of the orig-
inator vehicle.

I also examined the behavior of the CLoUD protocol on a real map with
vehicle positions generated by SUMO. The map piece I had the best results
with SUMO was the Csillaghegy area in Budapest, all the other areas I
exported from OpenStreetMap suffered from heavy congestion soon after
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Figure 2.15: Packet-level simulation, originator vehicle is in the center, k = 1

the start of the vehicle simulation. While Csillaghegy is not downtown,
which was envisioned to be the place, where CLoUD would be the most
useful, the density of its road network is adequate for examining the message
dissemination. Another nice feature of this area is that it contains roads with
several different ranks within a small area.

I couldn’t test the Dense variant with SUMO vehicles, because I couldn’t
create traffic that was dense enough; thus, the results will only the Sparse
variant. In [C2] I presented results for the Dense variant, albeit with auto-
matically placed static vehicles.

In these simulations there is one originator vehicle that periodically sends
traffic warnings; the period time was chosen to allow the message spread to
finish before starting a new one. I also tried shorter periods than the time
to spread, but observed no difference in the results. In this scenario it’s
difficult to obtain numeric results that can be turned into a plot due to the
irregular nature of the road network. Therefore, the results are presented
as screenshots of the road network with colored symbols representing the
vehicles, and their reception probability. The vehicle colors are selected from
a rainbow palette, based on the number of different messages received from
the originator. The symbols representing the vehicles are 15 m in diameter,
this is the reason why they appear to collide with each other.

Fig. 2.16 shows the coverage area, when the originator is on a main road
going west. It’s apparent that the message flow follows the main road of the
area, and the vehicles in the neighboring streets are also notified, because
they are expected to want to use the main road soon. Most of the difference
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.16: Packet-level simulation, originator vehicle is on a main road;
(2.16a) k = 1; (2.16b) k = 10

between the two runs can be found at the bottom of the picture: k = 1 only
notified about half of the vehicles at the junction with the highway, while
k = 10 notified two third of them. Once the message spread reaches a point,
where it has to cross a higher ranked road, the spread stops, as cars leaving
the higher ranked road has low probability. This can be observed at the
bottom of Fig. 2.16, where the yellow road branches off from the highway.

In Fig. 2.17 the originator vehicle is in the middle of an area with streets
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.17: Packet-level simulation, originator vehicle is on a side road;
(2.17a) k = 1; (2.17b) k = 10

of equal rank. The coverage area is much smaller this time, because the
origin point is not on a road, where the traffic converges. The difference
between k = 1, and k = 10 is more subtle in this case. The sharp edges of
the coverage area are also interesting: the disappearance of the messages is
more sudden, than in Fig. 2.16.
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2.14 Summary of the Results

In this chapter I invented a novel protocol, called Carefully Localized Urban
Dissemination (CLoUD), for point-multipoint emergency message dissemi-
nation among vehicles in urban environments. The protocol uses a modified
version of the Gossiping algorithm to limit the message flood; the rebroadcast
probability p is adjusted by each vehicle according to the usual traffic condi-
tions. I analyzed the mathematical properties of this algorithm in detail to
test its suitability for the task. The most notable feature of this new protocol
is that the group of receivers is dynamically determined without sending any
signaling messages.

I showed that using the Gossiping algorithm in the subcritical phase (p <
pc) is suitable for flood localization. This way the average distance a message
reaches can be controlled with the rebroadcast probability p. I call this new
algorithm Whispering.

I showed that r, the probability that the vehicles in a certain area are
interested in the message, is the probability that they go towards the origi-
nator of the message, and I showed that the optimal rebroadcast probability
in that area is p = r. I call this connection the Relevance Equation (RE).

I showed that if there is only one possible path between the current po-
sition, and the originator of the message, the Relevance Equation becomes
p = r = ĥ

√
qabc−→

(1− sx); I call this Single Path Relevance (SPR). Here qabc−→ is
the probability of turning to the correct direction in the last junction, sx is
the stop probability on the current road segment, and ĥ is an estimate of the
length of the current road segment in wireless hops. Although this formula
is only mathematically correct for a single path, I showed with simulations
that it gives a good estimate when there are multiple possible paths.

I developed the Audible Whispering algorithm to improve the reliability
of the Whispering algorithm. In this new algorithm the message has to collect
k > 1 votes to drop, instead of being dropped immediately. I proved that if
there is only a single path between the current position, and the originator,
using Audible Whispering with p′ = p

k+p(1−k) sends the messages to the same
distance on average, but with significantly lower variance compared to the
original algorithm. I showed with simulations that Audible Whispering is
also viable, when there are multiple paths between the origin of the message,
and the current position.

I created two variants for the vehicles to set the rebroadcast probability
by simplifying the Single Path Relevance formula based on the wireless range
of the vehicles. The Dense variant assumes short radio range (h > 1), and
dense vehicle traffic; it sets p = q in the junctions, and p = ĥ−1

√
(1− s) along
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the road segments. The Sparse variant assumes that the radio range is longer
than the road segments (h = 1), and it also works with fewer vehicles; it sets
p = q(1−s) when the message reached a new road segment, p = 1 otherwise.

I designed the appropriate message forwarding algorithm of CLoUD. It is
an improved version of the contention-based next node selection algorithm
that assigns the shortest rebroadcast delay to the farthest node in a given
direction; I extended this algorithm to also use the digital map for finding
the optimal next hop. To cancel the transmissions of the other candidates
even when the optimal next hop voted to drop the message, I proposed to
rebroadcast the message with the “dropped” flag.

I also verified the correctness of the CLoUD protocol with packet-level
simulations.



Chapter 3

Simulation Study of a VoD
System

3.1 Introduction

Video on Demand (VoD) systems are becoming an increasingly popular
choice of entertainment, not only for short clips, but for full length movies
as well. The wide range of content, combined with easy navigation, and in-
teractive access makes VoD a viable alternative to conventional television,
which might become completely obsolete it in the near future. To be able to
deliver the vast amount of traffic required by Full HD (1080p), or 4k (UHD,
2160p) quality videos across the network, VoD systems need decentralized
architectures. Error resilience must also be provided to ensure uninterrupted
access, and consistent quality, because the user base switching from television
expect the same availability they are used to.

Note that stored video streaming, which is discussed here, is fundamen-
tally different from live video streaming. In the former case there are video
files of fixed lengths stored somewhere, and when a client enters the system,
it selects a video file, starts downloading from the beginning, and starts the
playback as soon as possible, not waiting for the whole video to be down-
loaded. On the other hand, a live stream is infinite, because it’s continuously
generated. In such a system the playback position of each client is the same,
their look-ahead buffer is between the generator position, and the playback
position, and anything older than that can be discarded (unless rewinding
the stream is supported).

Most content distribution systems use some form of caching. They either
replicate the whole content library at geographically distinct locations, or
place the most popular items close to the clients, or both. Clients can be

41
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redirected to these alternative content sources in various ways, usually with-
out changes in the client programs. The main problem with caches is that
determining the list of the most popular content items may be difficult in
some situations.

Although caching is a highly efficient solution for data locality, it needs
maintenance to perform optimally, and error resilience usually doesn’t come
without a price. Completely decentralized peer-to-peer (P2P) networks; how-
ever, can achieve both excellent performance at data distribution, and they
are inherently fault-tolerant [34]. These systems utilize the storage capacity
of the clients and the uplink of their connections to diversify the locality of
the data, and create a distributed content source. Compared to dedicated,
high performance server infrastructure, the downside of the P2P systems is
the inherent unreliability of the peers: they run on client equipment owned
by users who can turn off their machines without prior notice, and rely on
a network connection that is potentially shared among several applications.
Another problem with P2P systems is that most of them are not designed
to function as video player clients, where the parts of the file have to be
downloaded more-or-less linearly in order to provide low delay at the start
of the playback, and no interruption during the playback.

Caching, and P2P may even be combined to provide further network
traffic optimization, or to combine the desirable properties of the two ap-
proaches [30]. Such combined systems might provide higher performance,
but bring new hidden caveats as well.

In this chapter I investigate the performance of a VoD system, in which
the clients can download videos from a server, and start playing while down-
loading. In such a system not only the network performance must be opti-
mized, but the startup delay must be minimized as well. This study mostly
uses simulations, because an analytical model of the VoD-enabled P2P sys-
tem would be either too complex, or unable to capture the necessary details.
My results show that there is an optimal parameter combination for the P2P
system, but it is not sensitive to the parameter setting; thus, the perfor-
mance doesn’t noticeably degrade with P2P slightly misconfigured. I also
show that prebuffering from the peers decreases the load on the video server
at the expense of increased startup delay, but combining the P2P network
with caches can provide the same performance with fast startup [C4].

3.2 Related Work

Caching is a well-known technology used for all kinds of content distribution.
It is the foundation to Content Delivery Networks (CDN), like Akamai [11],
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and Cloudflare [22]. In video distribution systems some form of caching is
always implemented. The most advanced video caching systems even con-
sider the popularity differences within the videos in their cache admission
policies. Caching is usually fully transparent to the end users, e.g., few peo-
ple have noticed that YouTube [5] videos are placed into caches residing in
the network of their internet service providers.

On the other hand, peer-to-peer networks gained high popularity in the
last decade. They can provide decentralized content indexing, data distri-
bution, or both of them. Perhaps the best known P2P protocol is BitTor-
rent [23]. Its popularity can be attributed to its relatively simple design,
efficient, and flexible operation, and its open specification [24]. It is also ex-
tremely resilient against network, and node failures, which certainly helped
its adoption as a distribution method of large files. It divides the content
into small pieces, called chunks, which are exchanged among the clients in-
terested in the content: each participant is a downloader and an uploader at
the same time. Those who have all pieces, and therefore are not downloading
anymore, are called seeders, while the others are the leechers.

The incentive to upload is raised through the peer selection algorithm
of BitTorrent. It uses the tit-for-tat algorithm, which is the best known
solution to the repeated prisoner’s dilemma [14]. In this algorithm the clients
prefer uploading to other clients who were willing to upload recently, punish
denial with denial (this is called the choking mechanism), but are quick to
forgive (optimistic unchoke). It is possible to free-ride in BitTorrent, and to
build false reputation [42], but there are also some proposed optimizations
to avoid that [66]. To maximize the throughput by eliminating bottlenecks,
BitTorrent clients try to download the rarest chunks first. This algorithm
efficiently equalizes the availability of the chunks within the content.

BitTorrent has been thoroughly analyzed in the research community, sev-
eral measurement studies have been conducted [51], analytical models have
been constructed to explain its scalability [53, 21], and these models were
then validated by additional measurements [28].

However, despite the numerous advantages of BitTorrent, it is not directly
suitable for video delivery, because the rarest-first chunk selection policy pre-
vents the playback until a significant portion of the video is downloaded. To
alleviate this issue the chunk selection algorithm of BitTorrent must be mod-
ified to a more-or-less in-order download policy. The usual approach is to
introduce a download window, and only allow BitTorrent downloads within
the window [54]. Some proposals let the client select chunks from outside
the window with a given probability [61], and others use an exponentially
weighted priority instead of a closed window [17], which may increase the
efficiency of data sharing, but they also increase the chance of a buffer un-
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derrun. For this simulation study a closed download window seemed optimal,
because it provides the strongest guarantee for timely arrival, and it is also
advantageous in the context of incomplete sessions, as explained in the next
section.

P2P technologies were popular in the 2000s, then their popularity declined
due to their questionable legal status and insufficient commercial backing.
Nowadays the huge volume of traffic necessitates distributed server architec-
tures, and the principles of P2P systems start to become mainstream again.
Emerging technologies, like blockchain [47], may bring a renaissance pf P2P.

3.3 User Behavior
The performance of a VoD system depends on how well the known statistical
properties of the user behavior are exploited. Therefore, the description of
the VoD system has to be started with the analysis of the video playback
requests.

Similarly to most natural item selection methods, the contents of a video
library are not accessed with the same frequency, but tend to obey Zipf’s
law [69], i.e., the access frequency is inversely proportional to the popularity
rank of the items. With the usual notation it’s

F (k) =
M

kα
. (3.1)

This ordered popularity distribution is a straight line on a log-log scale,
because

logF (exp k) = log
M

ekα
= logM − αk. (3.2)

The α parameter determines the slope of the line, and M is usually chosen
to normalize the distribution to 1.

Real-life data does not always fit this curve properly, however: the access
frequency of the least popular items usually fall below the line due to quanti-
zation error. Therefore, modified versions of the Zipf-distribution have been
developed, e.g., straight-line approximations with one, or more break points,
the Zipf-Mandelbrot law [44], and the k-transformation [57]. The stretched
exponential distribution [35] was also proposed as an alternative.

For the simulations I used the MediSyn media server workload generator
tool [57] to generate the video requests of the clients. This tool generates
synthetic video request lists that obey all statistic properties its creators
measured on a real VoD system: popularity distribution, new content intro-
duction with popularity evolution, diurnal change in the request intensity,
session inter-arrival times, and more.
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Figure 3.1: Video popularity distribution – the vertical lines indicate videos
that were never viewed entirely

The MediSyn tool generates a Zipf-like long-term popularity distribution
with the k-transformation that its authors developed to approximate their
measurement results. The formula of a k-transformed Zipf-distribution is

f(x) =
M

(x+ kx)α
− ky, (3.3)

which is a Zipf-Mandelbrot distribution plus a ky modifier. What the kx, and
ky modifiers do is a constant shift of the Zipf-line down, and left, which causes
it to bend at both ends, and the resulting curve looks like a quarter-circle on
the log-log plot. Note that this is a simplified version of the k-transformation,
in the original paper [57] a much more complicated description is given, and
the formulas use a parameter k to generate kx, and ky.

I used the MediSyn tool with its default configuration for video populari-
ties, which is the parameter set they fitted on their measurement results. The
only change I made was to set the Zipf exponent from α = 1.23 to α = 0.7
to match the popularity distribution of [64], which was a measurement on
a public VoD system, unlike MediSyn, which is based on a corporate media
server for training videos. The resulting popularity distribution is shown in
Fig. 3.1.

I set MediSyn to introduce 50 new videos each day, and I started evaluat-
ing the system when 14, 000 videos have become available. The simulations
lasted for 20 days; thus, in the end 15, 000 videos were available. As the
popularities of the videos decrease with time, only around 8, 400 different
videos were requested during the simulated 20 days; the most popular video
was requested 5, 237 times.

In a usual VoD system the videos have different lengths, and bitrates,
but I chose to make them uniform in order to simplify the interpretation of
the results in terms of video popularities. Instead of the default settings of
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Figure 3.2: Prefix distribution CDF

MediSyn, I set all videos to be 90 minutes long, with a bitrate of 16 Mbps
(assumed to be Full HD 1080p). Thus, the size of each video file is 10.8
GB, and the size of the content library is 162 TB. All other parameters
(file popularity decay, the change of request intensity during a day, request
inter-arrival time distribution) were kept at their default values.

An interesting phenomenon in video streaming systems is that only a
fraction of the playback sessions last until the end of the video. Most of the
time clients “get bored”, or just browse the catalog; thus, a significant portion
of the sessions access only the initial segments of a file. The distribution
of this is called prefix distribution by the authors of MediSyn [57]. They
approximate the distribution of the session termination probability with three
parts: the number of completed sessions is uniformly distributed in a given
range; the length of the short sessions is exponentially distributed with a
cutoff at a given point; the rest of the session length distribution between
the exponential part, and the full completion is constant. These three parts
are clearly visible in Fig. 3.2, which is the integral of the probability mass
function.

In [65] this phenomenon is called internal popularity distribution, and
the popularity of the segments is approximated with a k-transformed Zipf
distribution. Both papers mention that the distribution for individual videos
can differ greatly from the generalized models, but the probability that the
model fits is generally higher for more popular videos.

It is apparent from Fig. 3.2, that the model used by MediSyn is most
likely not correct, because such a straight part in the middle of the curve feels
unnatural. It is the constant part of the probability mass function, which is
not constant in reality, but a tiny decay of a tiny value, which was overlooked
when they fitted their model. Either they should have used logarithmic scale,
or they should have fitted a model on the cumulative distribution function.
I decided to keep this model; however, because it is already implemented in
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Figure 3.3: Number of concurrent video streaming sessions over time

MediSyn, the parameter set describing their measurement data is available,
and the error is not significant.

In the simulations the default prefix settings of MediSyn were used: only
5% of the sessions were completed, while the mean, and the median of the
prefix were at 18%, and 3% respectively.

I also examined the system performance without incomplete sessions, but
those results will only be mentioned marginally, as this scenario is only hy-
pothetical.

The activity of the clients, i.e., the number of parallel video download
sessions is also an important property of the system. While the authors of
MediSyn don’t reveal the number of users in their VoD system, the service
analyzed in [64] operates under less than 5% load in the busy period. In my
simulations there were 10, 000 clients, and, as Fig. 3.3 shows, the maximum
activity is around 300 parallel sessions, which corresponds to an activity of
3%. During the 20 simulated days there were around 333, 000 sessions in
total.

3.4 The Simulator

For the simulation study I developed my own event-based network simulator
from scratch; it is called CdnSim [C4]. Its core is a general-purpose net-
work simulator, but the currently available node, and application types are
specific for this P2P-assisted VoD system. Initially, I planned to use an ex-
isting simulator framework to speed up development, but the ones I knew at
the time were not suitable for this project. I found ns-2 [1] to be difficult
to handle due to its OTcl – C++ hybrid architecture, and ns-3 [2] has a
completely different scope: it’s a low-level simulator with accurate protocol
implementations in every protocol layer.
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Several CDN simulators can be found in the literature [55, 52, 67], but
only a few of them have publicly available code, and the built-in capability
of handling P2P is rare. Back when this project was started none of these
were available, and, judging from the number of independent projects, even
now it’s harder to customize an existing simulator than to write a new one.

My hybrid P2P-CDN simulator borrows several concepts from ns-2, but
it’s much smaller, and cleaner. The main simulator is implemented in C++,
and I used some Perl scripts to automate running it with various settings,
and to analyze its output. The basic objects have similar design to the basic
structure of ns-2, with nodes connected by edges, and the communication is
between application entities running on the nodes.

The communication itself can happen in two ways. The signaling is done
via messages that are delayed on the links, but don’t contribute to their occu-
pancy, because they are assumed to be minuscule compared to data transfer.
The transfer of video data happens in segments, which are atomic units. The
transfer itself is modeled with a flow-based approach: each segment is a sep-
arate flow in the network; the data flow exists simultaneously on all the links
along its path for the time specified by its size, and its current bandwidth.
Without queuing, packet handling, and congestion control the simulation can
be much faster while still providing a good high-level representation of the
dynamics of the computer network [62, 15, 27, 13]. The path of the messages,
and the flows are determined with the same routing algorithm.

The simulator can assign the available bandwidth of the links to the flows
across the whole network with a heuristic algorithm. Instead of computing
the Linear Program (LP) for the optimal flow bandwidth allocation, the algo-
rithm searches for the link that has the most flows with unknown bandwidth,
distributes the available bandwidth of that link among the flows evenly, and
repeats with the remaining flows. This algorithm is several orders of magni-
tude faster than computing an LP, but unfortunately, it still turned out to
be unacceptably slow due to the vast number of bandwidth recalculations re-
quired; thus, I had to assume infinite link capacities in the transport network,
and assign constant bandwidth to the flows. With this compromise CdnSim
can run a simulation of 10 k clients issuing 330 k video playback requests
across 20 days in 1⁄2–1 hour depending on the parameters on a mid-range
computer.

This constant-speed flow model is analogous to one, where the client
uplink capacities are the bottlenecks in the network, and measuring the used
bandwidth in the transport network gives the performance results. In this
model the uplink, and downlink capacities of the nodes are distributed among
slots, and one slot corresponds to one transfer.

Although the simulator measures time in seconds, throughout this chapter
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I’ll often use the time to play a video segment as the unit of time. The
nominal uplink speed of the clients is slower than the video bitrate; thus, it
takes T > 1 units of time to transfer a segment.

The output of the simulator contains a periodic trace of bandwidth usage,
and hitrate statistics for the cache, the server, and the P2P clients. It also
outputs information about the state of the P2P window of the clients, and
the source of the downloaded segments. The output of a single run is several
hundred megabytes, but it’s highly compressible, and all my analyzer scripts
can read compressed logs as well.

3.5 System Model

In this section I define the combined VoD architecture, which will be analyzed
in this chapter. There are two types of additional content sources offloading
the central servers: network nodes acting as caches, and other clients already
storing parts of the video.

3.5.1 Video Server

The central content servers hold all the videos that are available for the
clients to download, and view, but they have two major limitations. First,
they are quite far from the clients; thus, they are expensive in terms of
network usage. Additionally, they might have limited disk I/O capacity, and
network bandwidth; thus, they have to be offloaded by other content sources.

In my simulations there is just one server node, representing the aggregate
traffic of all the VoD servers the clients connect to. I also assume that the
servers are sufficiently offloaded that they never have to refuse a segment
request. In the slotted model of the simulator the server has an infinite pool
of uplink slots, and each slot has the same capacity as the nominal uplink
bandwidth of the clients, which is 1/T of the video bitrate.

3.5.2 Cache

A possible solution for distributed content storage is to replicate the whole
content library at a few independent locations. This is a waste of storage
capacity, unless geographically redundant storage is required, as a significant
portion of the requests target a relatively small number of contents due to
their Zipf-like popularity distribution. Thus, replicating only the most pop-
ular contents to caches near the clients can vastly reduce the load on the
central servers, and the required network and storage capacities. Ideally, the
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servers serve the least popular videos only, which make up the tail of the
popularity distribution; this explains the name Long Tail Server (LTS).

Similarly to real prefix caching systems, in this model the videos are cut
into small pieces, called segments, which are cached individually. In the sim-
ulator these segments correspond to the atomic unit of data transfer. The
cache is connected to a gateway node between the clients, and the servers.
It gathers video popularity statistics, and tries to store the most popular
segments. This cannot be achieved properly, though, as per-segment popu-
larity measurement is overly expensive in terms of computation, and mem-
ory. Thus, the popularity of the segments has to be approximated somehow.
One possible solution is to monitor the video popularities, and the aver-
age segment popularity, and combine the two to guess the most popular
segments [65]. This slgorithm can be reasonably accurate, since the more
popular a video is the better it adheres to the average segment popularity
distribution.

In the simulator I implemented a simple, yet efficient cache insertion, and
eviction policy. The popularity of the videos are measured as

popularity of video i =
requests for video i

total number of requests
· 100% (3.4)

in the last period; each period lasts for 1 hour. The popularities are updated
with Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) algorithm, which
uses the formula

new value = ν old value + (1− ν)measured. (3.5)

If the popularity of a video is higher than a predefined threshold, its segments
that are requested by the clients are also downloaded by the cache, and
further requests are served from the cache. If a segment has to be inserted,
but the cache is full, the least recently used segment is evicted. In the
simulation study the cache popularity threshold was subject to optimization.

The cache is assumed to be as reliable as the LTS: if it contains a segment,
it can always serve it to the clients, and its uplink slot speed is 1/T of the
video bitrate.

Although the cache is situated on the gateway node, it cannot intercept
the communication between the clients, and the LTS to gather the segments
it wants to insert. The cache has to download the required segments from
the LTS, which increases the load on the server, especially when the cache
popularity threshold is too low.
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3.5.3 Peer-to-Peer Exchange among the Clients

The simulator includes a variant of the BitTorrent protocol, where the clients
use two sliding windows to control the segment downloads, as shown in
Fig. 3.4. The BitTorrent protocol only works on the segments inside the
P2P window, which is between the segments sp, and sn; the distance be-
tween them is W segments. Although the simulator supports a dynamically
changing W , it didn’t deliver any advantages; thus, all the results presented
here will feature constant window size.

Within the P2P window the clients can use Rarest-first, Random, or
Linear segment selection. These methods do what their names suggest. The
Rarest-first method keeps a list of known peers holding each segment of the
video, and tries to download the segments of the window in order of increasing
availability; the Random selection method shuffles the segment order; the
Linear processes them in strict linear order. The download process happens
in rounds, each time the playback of a segment finishes, new downloads are
initiated. The Rarest-first, and the Random methods process all segments in
the P2P window, and if a download initiation fails, they continue with the
next on the list. On the other hand, the Linear method stops at the first
failure, because it enforces strict in-order downloads.

The Fallback window of F segments is immediately ahead of the playback
position s., it makes sure that buffer underrun does not occur. If a segment,
which was not retrieved by P2P, enters this window, it is downloaded from a
reliable source: the cache, if available, otherwise the server. Sometimes there
is no free downlink capacity for such a fallback. In such cases a P2P segment
download has to be cancelled for the sake of avoiding a buffer underrun, the
clients abort the P2P download that has transferred the least amount so far.
In the simulations the Fallback window was always set to the smallest valid
size, which is

F = T + 1, (3.6)

because it takes T time to download a segment from the LTS, or the cache.
Note that the “segments” in the simulation are not BitTorrent chunks, but

the basic units of the data transfer on the network. These are much smaller
pieces, not longer than a few frames of the video, at most one second. This
model assumes that the clients can only download a segment from one source
at a time, but they can download multiple different segments in parallel. The
downlink, and uplink capacities of the clients define the maximum number
of parallel segment transfers.

In these simulations there is no churn – every client that finished the
playback remains in the system for seeding the portion of the video they
downloaded; the time they seed is an exponentially distributed random vari-
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Figure 3.4: The download windows used by the clients

able. The reason for disabling churn was to reduce the number of parameters
in the system, in this case the ratio of the clients that leave without seeding.

3.5.4 Window Placement

Between the two download windows there is a gap of G segments. The
purpose of the gap is to leave enough time for the P2P downloads to finish.
In the simulations the segment downloads from the server, and the cache
take exactly T timeframes, because they are reliable sources with sufficient
capacity. The unreliability of the P2P transfers is modeled with increased
transfer times; I used the formula

Peer transfer time = T + exp(λ). (3.7)

Their nominal uplink capacity allows transfer time T , but an exponentially
distributed random delay is added that models the unreliability of the uplink
of the peers due to sharing the uplink with other applications. The size of
the gap has to be chosen in accordance to these transfer times: if it is too
small, P2P transfers can’t finish before the fallback window arrives, if it is
too large, a significant portion of the downloaded content might be unneeded
due to the prefix phenomenon. This is especially true at the beginning of the
video, where most of the session terminations are, but it might be useful to
start with a small gap, and later let the window advance farther out.

I examined two window positioning algorithms. The Streaminglike al-
gorithm got its name from the live streaming systems, where the download
window, and the playback position are tightly coupled. The Streaminglike
algorithm maintains a constant G. The Progressive algorithm starts with a
predefined G, but it allows the P2P window to advance freely, as long as the
first segment of the window is being downloaded, or already acquired. De-
pending on the segment availability this algorithm may behave exactly as the
Streaminglike algorithm, but it’s also possible that the P2P window reaches
the end of the video much earlier than the playback. In the latter case the
downloaded but unwatched segments increase the network load, but they
might also improve the system performance with higher segment availability.
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3.5.5 Prebuffering

Prebuffering is a crucial, but often neglected phase of the download process
in a VoD system. It covers the start of the playback, and the methodology
of preparing for that. Before starting the playback, the client must down-
load the first few segments up until the one whose download can be safely
postponed to the playback phase, i.e., it will be surely acquired before the
playback position arrives to it. This definition is a bit vague, because, as
explained earlier, the uplink speed of the peers can vary wildly; thus, it is
inevitable that some of the P2P transfers will be aborted by the arriving
fallback window. Most existing solutions prebuffer an arbitrarily defined fix
amount of the video, sometimes based on the measured downlink speed of
the client [19].

The startup delay is determined by the size of the prebuffer window B,
and whether the client prebuffers from the P2P network, or a reliable source.
It is possible to prebuffer B < F+G segments, but in that case the F+G−B
segments between the prebuffer window, and the initial position of the P2P
window must be retrieved with the fallback mechanism (unless the playback is
interrupted earlier). Prebuffering from the P2P network obviously decreases
the server load, but the slow P2P downloads can significantly increase the
startup delay.

The minimal amount that needs to be prebuffered is B = T , because once
the playback starts, it takes T timeframes to download the next segment from
the server after the prebuffered ones, and it is T timeframes away from the
playback position. The optimal amount of segments to be prebuffered will
be investigated in the simulation study.

In this simulation study I examined both prebuffering from the server
(SP), and from the peers (PP), the former being the default.

3.6 Simulation Setup

In the simulations the network topology consists of a single LTS, a gateway
node, which also served as the cache, and 10, 000 client nodes. Between the
gateway and the clients there are some access nodes that model the tree-like
infrastructure of the network provider, and enable offloading the gateway by
local peering. This will not be further evaluated here, because measuring it
didn’t give any nontrivial results about the benefits of local peering.

The simulator receives more than 40 input parameters, but only the im-
portant ones will be discussed here. Those are the link speeds of the client
(slot speed, slot number), average seed time, prebuffer source (server/cache,
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Table 3.1: Simulation parameters

Videos
Segment size 10 seconds
Video length 90 minutes = 540 segments
Video bitrate 16 Mbps
Video size 10.8 GB

Video popularity
Zipf α 0.7
Parameter of k-transformation 12

Video library
New videos per day 50
Simulation length 20 days
Initial number of videos 14, 000
Total number of videos 15, 000
Number of videos accessed around 8400

Clients
Number of clients 10, 000
Peer transfer time λ 1/2
Storage capacity 10 videos

Sessions
Total number of sessions around 333, 000
Max concurrent sessions around 300
Avg concurrent sessions around 180
Avg prefix length 18%
Complete sessions 5%

Reference settings
Client downlink 2x video bitrate
Client uplink 1/8x video bitrate
Average seed time 1 day
Prebuffering source Server (and Cache)
Segment selection Rarest-first
Window positioning Streaminglike

or P2P), whether prefix is enabled, the window positioning algorithm, the
segment selection algorithm, the cache size, and caching threshold. The P2P
window settings were optimized in accordance to these parameters. The
simulation parameters are summarized in Table 3.1.
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Since the parameter space is enormous, an arbitrary reference configura-
tion was chosen, and the parameters were tuned one-by-one to find out how
they affect the performance of the system. In the reference configuration the
downlink capacity of the clients is twice the 16 Mbps bitrate of the videos,
and their nominal uplink is 1/8 of it. The transfer time is thus T = 8, and
the parameter of the exponentially distributed delay for the peer uploads
is λ = 1/2, which makes them 3 times slower than the server on average.
In the reference configuration the clients prebuffer from the reliable sources
(SP), use the Streaminglike algorithm for positioning the P2P window, use
the Rarest-first segment selection algorithm, and seed for 1 day on average.

3.7 Cost Model

The total cost of a VoD system includes several components, such as the
equipment price, or the operational expenses. Defining a complete cost model
is extremely difficult, if not impossible, since the cost structure is operator
dependent (e.g., some may lease transport links, others may have their own
networking infrastructure), and also region dependent. My approach was
to evaluate the cost gains of a certain parameter combination assuming a
given relation between the different cost components. I also separated the
bandwidth-dependent part from the bandwidth-independent part. The latter
is assumed to be a constant correction factor, which will be omitted in this
analysis. This cost model for evaluating the simulation results consists of
three components, corresponding to the three content sources: the servers,
the caches, and the peers. These cost factors roughly correspond to the
network utilization in the three levels of the network of an Internet Service
Provider (ISP): core, aggregation, and access.

The approximate cost of using either of the content sources is their out-
going network bandwidths. The data transmitted by the LTS is expensive,
because it travels long distances. The outgoing traffic of the cache is cheaper
than the traffic of the LTS, but it’s not free, because it uses the same network,
just a shorter segment of it. The data transmitted by the clients uses the
scarce uplink capacity of the ISP, and the interchange network, if the clients
are spread among multiple ISPs. Without loss of generality we can use a
linearized connection between network usage, and its cost, like the service
cost in [20].

The total cost (TC) of the system is the weighted sum of the three cost
factors (CF):

TC = P1CFLTS + P2CFcache + P3CFP2P, (3.8)
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where Pi are the unit prices of the cost components. As I have no precise
information on these prices, and they might significantly differ from ISP to
ISP, they will treated as variable parameters in the analysis, and present the
total cost in function of these prices.

All three cost factors will be normalized relative to the outgoing server
bandwidth in the server-only case, and the unit prices will also be given
relative to P1. Beyond the generality of the results, the main advantage of
this normalization is that the cost gain of specific setups can be directly read
from the plots, and the disadvantageous ones (with TC > 1) are easy to
identify.

3.8 Optimal Window Settings

In this section only P2P is offloading the video server, and the goal of the
simulations is to find the optimal window settings for the P2P system. The
settings to optimize are the size, and start position of the P2P window, and
the amount to be prebuffered [C4]. The optimization process was completely
automated with a Perl script that uses a gradient method for finding the
optimum point, where the total cost is minimal. The optimum point is veri-
fied to be minimal by checking that all of its 26 direct neighbors yield higher
total cost. I verified that the optimum point is unambiguous by repeating
the process from different starting points for some cases. For repeatability
the random number generator of the simulator was set to a constant seed.

3.8.1 Dependency on the System Parameters

For every parameter combination the automatic optimizer was able to find
a nontrivial optimum point of the window settings. Nontrivial in this sense
means that the values of the window settings are not extreme values within
their legal ranges. In this section I’ll show how these optimum points, and
the optimal cost depend on the various system parameters.

First, let’s look at how the optimum depends on the unit price of the
P2P traffic compared to the unit price of the traffic generated by the server.
Fig. 3.5 shows the results for the reference setup. With increased P2P price
the P2P system gradually shuts down: the size of the P2P window decreases
radically, and its position moves away from the playback position a little.
When the P2P traffic is expensive, the optimal choice is a small P2P window,
because it reduces the efficiency of the P2P system, and thus decreases the
amount of P2P traffic. The increased distance between the playback position,
and the P2P window is advantageous for a similar reason: the farther the
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Figure 3.5: Optimal P2P settings, and total system cost as a function of the
P2P price; Streaminglike, Server prebuffering
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Figure 3.6: Optimal P2P settings, and total system cost as a function of the
P2P price; Progressive, Server prebuffering
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Figure 3.7: Optimal P2P settings, and total system cost as a function of the
P2P price; Streaminglike, Peer prebuffering
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Figure 3.8: Traffic structure of the Streaminglike, Server prebuffering case as
a function of the P2P price, relative to the server only case

P2P window is, the more segments the fallback window has to gather at
the beginning of the video, and all of those come from the LTS instead of
the expensive P2P. The total cost increases linearly with the price, which
means that it is mainly influenced by the cost of the P2P traffic. The traffic
structure for this case is shown in Fig. 3.8; the amount sent by the two sources
doesn’t change significantly despite the big changes in the window settings.
The total data transferred is more than in the server only case, because the
P2P window is far from the playback position, but since the P2P traffic is
cheaper than downloading from the server, this results in reduction of the
total cost.

Similar trends are observable in Fig. 3.6 for the Progressive algorithm,
and in Fig. 3.7 for peer prebuffering as well. It’s interesting that server
prebuffering prefers the smallest possible prebuffer window, even without
optimizing for fast startup. On the other hand, when using peer prebuffering
with cheap P2P the optimal prebuffer window is so big that it ends at the
starting position of the P2P window; this completely eliminates the set of
segments that are left for the fallback window when the playback starts. Of
course, as the P2P gets more expensive, a gap emerges between the prebuffer,
and the P2P windows, because falling back to the server becomes affordable,
but even then the prebuffer window is bigger than with server prebuffering.

Another peculiar feature of the peer prebuffering case is the huge P2P
window. The optimal size of the P2P window with peer prebuffering is
around twice compared to the server prebuffering case, The cause of this is
sadly unknown, because the simulations can only provide results, without any
reasoning behind them. I didn’t include a figure for the fourth combination
(Progressive, Peer prebuffering), because it is similar to the other three.

The performance of the P2P system heavily depends on the uplink capac-
ity of the clients, as Fig. 3.9 aptly demonstrates. In this experiment the slot
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Figure 3.9: Optimal P2P settings, and total system cost as a function of
uplink capacity; Streaminglike, Server prebuffering, P2P price is 0.1
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speed was changed, which also affects the server downloads; thus, the size
of the fallback window had to be adjusted according to Equation (3.6). For
demonstrative purposes the window sizes are multiplied with the slot speed
in the figure, because they are almost inversely proportional. From the three
window settings the prebuffer amount is the one that changes the most, and
not the P2P window size, which shows the biggest change in all other cases.

It seems obvious that with higher client downlink capacity, the P2P sys-
tem can achieve higher efficiency, and thus the total cost decreases. This is
only true; however, until the system becomes uplink-limited, which is exactly
what happens in these simulations, when the downlink capacity is at least 3
times the video bitrate. Fig. 3.10 also shows that the optimal size of the P2P
window increases linearly, even in the downlink range, where the total cost
remains unchanged. Interestingly, the optimal P2P window position, and the
optimal prebuffer amount are not affected by the downlink capacity at all.

As expected, the average seed time also has a profound effect on the total
cost. The longer the clients seed, the better the segment availability is, which
certainly helps offloading the LTS much better. Fig. 3.11 also shows that the
only window setting that is noticeably affected by the change in the seed
time is the optimal size of the P2P window.

As a conclusion we can assert that the total cost is heavily influenced
by the system parameters. The same cannot be said about the optimal P2P
window settings, as the only one that showed significant variation in all cases
is the size of the P2P window. According to my results, it’s safe to optimize
the P2P window start position, and the size of the prebuffer window only
once, because those will stay near optimal, even if the system parameters
change later.

3.8.2 Deviation from the Optimum

If the system is misconfigured, or the external parameters have changed since
the last fine-tuning, the window sizes of the clients may differ from the opti-
mal settings, and thus the total cost of the system is higher than the optimum.
I examined the effect of this by looking at the system cost while tuning the
window settings away from the optimum. Fig. 3.12, Fig. 3.13, Fig. 3.14, and
Fig. 3.15 show how the total cost increases relative to its optimal value, when
the window settings are changed in a wide range. The figures also show a
horizontal line for the total cost of the system without enabling the P2P
system: this shows the threshold, above which using the misconfigured P2P
system starts to become harmful. Some lines terminate in the middle of the
plot, because in those cases the window setting cannot be tuned further in
that direction.
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Figure 3.12: Sensitivity of the P2P system to the window settings; Streamin-
glike, Server prebuffering, P2P price is 0.1
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Figure 3.13: Sensitivity of the P2P system to the window settings; Streamin-
glike, Server prebuffering, P2P price is 0.5

According to these figures the most insensitive one is the P2P window
size, despite its high sensitivity to the external parameters; even a tenfold
change in the window size causes less than 10% cost increase in all cases.
Changing the window position causes greater cost increase, but it is still not
significant, unless the P2P is really expensive. This result is good news,
because it proves again that the P2P system is quite resilient, and hard to
misconfigure.

The only window setting that requires careful attention is the amount to
be prebuffered, because it can increase the cost rapidly, if it’s not configured
properly. Fortunately, its optimal value is usually around T + 1 with server
prebuffering. With peer prebuffering the optimum is to prebuffer until the
initial beginning of the P2P window, unless the P2P traffic is expensive. This
is significantly more than with server prebuffering; thus, peer prebuffering is
not only slow because of the unreliability of the peers, but it also likes to
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Figure 3.14: Sensitivity of the P2P system to the window settings; Progres-
sive, Server prebuffering, P2P price is 0.1
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Figure 3.15: Sensitivity of the P2P system to the window settings; Streamin-
glike, Peer prebuffering, P2P price is 0.1

prebuffer more.

3.9 Comparison of Window Placement Algo-
rithms

For this simulation study I implemented two window placement algorithms:
the Streaminglike, and the Progressive algorithm. These are the two ex-
tremes: the first one strictly ties the P2P window to the playback position,
and the other one pushes the window forward as fast as possible. I compared
the performance of these two algorithms, and found that there is no major
difference between their offloading power [C4].

As Fig. 3.16, and Fig. 3.17 show for average seed times of 1 day, and 5
days, in the server prebuffering case the two window placement algorithms
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Figure 3.17: Comparing the system cost with the two window advance algo-
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run shoulder-to-shoulder, the difference between the two is smaller than 1%
with both seed times. Peer prebuffering increases the difference between
them, especially when the P2P traffic is expensive, in this case the Streamin-
glike algorithm can have up to 8% advantage in total cost. Fig. 3.18 shows
the details behind this: the Progressive algorithm offloads the server more
than Streaminglike, but it generates more P2P traffic in return.

The reason for the similar performance between the two window position-
ing algorithms could have been that the uploading capacity of the P2P swarm
is insufficient, and Progressive is forced to behave exactly as Streaminglike,
because the P2P window cannot advance. To eliminate this possibility, I ver-
ified that the distance between the playback position, and the P2P window
does not remain constant throughout the playback process. Fig. 3.19 shows
this for the optimal window settings when the P2P price is 0.1; as we can
see, the window can advance faster than the playback speed.
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the Streaminglike algorithms with Server prebuffering, as a function of the
P2P price
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If there are no incomplete sessions, the performance difference between
the two window placement algorithms decreases significantly.

3.10 Comparison of Segment Selection Algo-
rithms

The segment selection algorithm within the P2P window can also affect the
performance of the system. By default I used Rarest-first segment selection
within the P2P window, because it is the algorithm used in conventional
BitTorrent, and it has also been proposed for windowed BitTorrent [54]. I
also implemented Random selection to validate the analytical results that will
be presented in the next chapter, and in the literature sometimes Random
selection is used as a simple model for Rarest-first [49].

Comparing the performance of the Random, and Rarest-first algorithms
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Figure 3.20: Difference in the system cost compared to the Streaminglike
Random case; P2P price is 0.1
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Figure 3.21: Probabilities of placing segment i at the jth place with the
Rarest-first selection algorithm; seed time is 1 day, W=30

reveals some interesting results. As Fig. 3.20 shows, the cost difference
between the two is less than 1%, which is negligible. What’s interesting;
though, is that Random consistently outperforms Rarest-first, albeit with a
tiny amount [C4]. I omitted the figure about it, but the optimal window set-
tings also depend on the segment selection algorithm. The optimal settings
for Random are a slightly bigger P2P window that is initially slightly closer
to the start of the video.

These differences can be attributed to the segment order chosen by the
Rarest-first algorithm. As shown in Fig. 3.21, most of the time the segments
are ordered linearly, and decreasing, because the segment availability follows
the segment popularity distribution, which is monotonically decreasing. In
effect, the Rarest-first algorithm downloads segments that are unneeded due
to the prefix phenomenon with slightly higher probability than the Random
algorithm. This also explains why Rarest-first favors a slightly smaller P2P
window.
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Figure 3.22: Server load with different percentage of the videos admitted to
the cache that can hold 3% of the content library
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Figure 3.23: System cost with different cache sizes given as percentage rela-
tive to the content library

3.11 Cache and P2P Combined
As already mentioned in Section 3.5.2, I not only implemented P2P exchange
in the CdnSim simulator, but also added the possibility to place a content
cache between the clients, and the server. In this section I’ll examine the
performance of a simple caching scheme, and its interaction with the P2P
system [C4].

3.11.1 Optimal Caching Threshold

The cache I implemented for this simulation study performs per-video admis-
sion policy, and per-segment insertion policy, as explained in Section 3.5.2.
The capacity of the cache is given as a percentage of the total video library.
The performance of this simple cache implementation heavily depends on
the popularity threshold, which has to be set in advance. Fig. 3.22 shows
how important it is to find the optimal cache threshold in advance: with
high threshold the cache is under-utilized, with low threshold the items in
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Figure 3.24: Total cost of the combined system with a 1% sized cache, and
1 day average seed time, P2P price is 0.1

the cache are swapped too frequently.
The popularity threshold 0.1%, for example, allows the segments of the

127 most popular videos to be cached (out of the 8400 that are watched),
and these videos cover around one third of the playback sessions.

An online threshold adjusting algorithm would of course mitigate this
problem, but that would have been beyond the scope of this simulation study.
This simulation environment would also have been inadequate for testing such
an algorithm, because the input data is not entirely realistic. Although the
popularities of the videos evolve over time, and new videos are continuously
introduced, Medisyn generates the exact same video popularity distribution
for each day.

According to Fig. 3.23 the total cost of the system increases linearly
when increasing the unit price of the traffic leaving the cache. This is not
surprising, as we’ve seen that the total cost depends linearly on P2P price as
well. When the cache traffic is expensive, the optimal cache threshold also
increases; thus, decreasing the amount of content served by the cache.

3.11.2 Cache or Peer Prebuffering?

The cache is used by the clients the same way as the server: as a source
for prebuffering, and as a fallback for the segments the P2P system couldn’t
download. The prebuffering is the most important phase of the download
process from cost perspective, because every playback session has to do it,
and most of the sessions don’t even go much further due to the prefix phe-
nomenon. In this section I compare the performance of the P2P VoD system
with a cache to a system where the prebuffering source is the P2P swarm [C4].
In the followings SP will refer to Server Prebuffering optimized by the cache.
Of course, the cache can also be added when PP is enabled.
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Figure 3.25: Total cost of the combined system with a 3% sized cache, and
5 days average seed time, P2P price is 0.1

For these comparisons I chose the cache sizes to provide offloading power
similar to the plain P2P system with server prebuffering: I paired the 1 day
seed time with 1% sized cache, and 5 days seed time with 3% sized cache.
Fig. 3.24, and Fig. 3.25 show the total cost of the system with the various
combinations at the two selected seed times. In both scenarios SP+cache
yields similar performance to PP, and PP+cache is even more efficient. The
steepness of the cost curves for the various systems reflect the amount of
traffic originating from the cache: P2P-only ones are horizontal, cache-only
ones are the steepest, and the combined ones are in between.

The dependency of the optimal P2P settings on the P2P price is shown
in Fig. 3.26 for the combined system. Apparently, when P2P traffic is more
expensive than the cache traffic, the optimal choice is to shut down the P2P
system: the optimal P2P window size converges to 0, while the optimal start
position runs off the chart. This rapid decline of usefulness is not observable,
when the cache becomes expensive. As Fig. 3.27 shows, the optimal P2P
settings return to the P2P-only optimum, and the cache threshold increases,
when the cache price is higher, but the cache never becomes disadvantageous.
I prepared no figure about it, but the optimal cache threshold increases with
the cache price in similar fashion whether the P2P system is enabled, or not.

The above figures also showed that both the optimal cache threshold, and
the optimal P2P window settings differ in the optimum point of the combined
system from the P2P-only, and the cache-only optimums. The optimal cache
threshold increases, because P2P can serve the less popular segments, and
the P2P window size decreases, because missing a segment becomes cheaper.
Therefore, when adding a cache to a P2P system, or when enabling P2P
in a caching-only system, the settings have to be readjusted. Fortunately,
neither of these systems is particularly sensitive to their respective settings,
e.g., when the price of the P2P traffic is 0.5, but the P2P system runs with
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Figure 3.26: Optimal P2P settings, and cache popularity threshold as a
function of the P2P price; Streaminglike, Server Prebuffering, cache price is
0.1
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Figure 3.27: Optimal P2P settings, and cache popularity threshold as a
function of the cache price; Streaminglike, Server Prebuffering, P2P price is
0.1

the optimal settings for 0.1, the increase in the total system cost is only 2%.
I expected that PP+cache would favor smaller prebuffer amount com-

pared to the P2P-only case, because the segments between the end of the
prebuffer window, and the start of the P2P window can be cheaply obtained
from the cache, but, as Fig. 3.28 shows, no such effect could be observed.

It’s true that PP+cache offers the best offloading performance, but it also
has some downsides to consider. Most of the traffic in the network comes
from the first few segments of the videos because of the prefix phenomenon,
yet none of this is served by the cache, due to the PP method. This means
that the expensive equipment is not fully utilized. Fig. 3.24, and Fig. 3.25
reveal that adding a cache to a PP system has a significantly smaller impact
on offloading of the server than adding a cache to SP.

The other major problem with PP is the startup delay. It was not con-
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sidered before, because it is orthogonal to the offloading of the central server,
but it is an important aspect of the user experience. The startup delay with
PP is horribly long for two reasons: downloading segments from other clients
is slower than downloading from the server, or the cache, and the optimal
prebuffer window size is much larger with PP than with SP. The latter one
was already seen in Fig. 3.5, and Fig. 3.7.

The startup latency with SP is constant in these simulations, because
the segment transfer time is constant, and the reliable sources never refuse a
segment request. With PP the prebuffering phase suffers not only from the
exponential delay of Equation (3.7), but also the probability that, unlike the
reliable sources, a segment download initiation not always succeeds on the
first attempt. The clients thus have to wait for the slowest segment download
to finish before they can start the playback. The reliable sources are perhaps
over-idealized in the simulator, but even in a real installment they are capable
of delivering consistent performance, unlike the P2P swarm.

3.12 Summary of the Results
In this chapter I conducted a detailed simulation study on a VoD system,
where P2P, and a cache offload the central video server, and the incomplete
sessions are modeled realistically. I showed that optimal values exist for the
parameters of the P2P system, even though the system performance is not
sensitive to the input parameters. I showed that using a cache alongside
the P2P system can simultaneously increase the offloading of the server, and
provide fast startup.

I showed with simulations that there exist an optimal size, and initial
position for the P2P window, and an optimal prebuffer window size, where
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the bandwidth-dependent cost of the system is minimal. I also showed that
a large deviation from the optimal settings does not significantly increase the
system cost.

I showed with simulations that the bandwidth-dependent cost of the P2P
system is not sensitive to the window positioning algorithm.

I showed with simulations that the Random segment selection algorithm
is not a good model of the Rarest-fist segment selection, because Rarest-
first favors downloading the segments of the P2P window in reverse order.
This can also manifest in measurable performance difference between the two
algorithms.

I used simulations to compare two optimizations for the P2P system:
prebuffering from the peers, and adding a cache. I showed that they can
achieve similar reduction in the bandwidth-dependent cost of the system,
and, in addition, the cache also retains the fast session startup. I also showed
that when the P2P traffic is more expensive than the cache, the optimal
setting is to turn the P2P system off; however, no matter how expensive the
cache traffic is, it is never optimal to turn it off.
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Chapter 4

Analysis of a Windowed P2P
Client

4.1 Introduction

The performance of Video-on-Demand (VoD) systems that use Peer-to-Peer
(P2P) technology is heavily influenced by the efficiency of the clients. There-
fore, it is important to analyze the performance impact of the details of the
P2P technology used in the clients. P2P VoD clients have to provide timely
arrival of the video segments, or the playback cannot proceed smoothly; prac-
tically, this means that the general P2P algorithm must be modified for use
in a VoD system. Even though the performance of the general P2P algorithm
is known, these modifications can alter its properties to great extent.

In this chapter I’ll closely examine the clients of the VoD system used in
Chapter 3. This model of the P2P clients is based on the BitTorrent proto-
col, but is not specific to it. The clients use a sliding window of W segments,
called P2P window, which is placed somewhere ahead of the playback posi-
tion, and the P2P segment retrieval algorithm is restricted to operate only
within the P2P window. I consider two window placement algorithms, and
two segment selection algorithms within the P2P window.

The most important results I obtained are the analytical results for the
connections between the state descriptor parameters, and the criteria for
self-sustained operation of the P2P system.

4.2 Related Work

Numerous papers have analyzed the efficiency of P2P video distribution sys-
tems analytically. There are two research tracks that are important for us.

73
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In [49] the mean of the achievable throughput, and the starting latency for
in-order and rarest-first segment selection algorithms are analyzed with a
fluid model, based on the one presented in [53] for the unmodified BitTor-
rent protocol.

There are several analyses on live video streaming systems as well, where
determining the optimal buffer size [63] and the priorities for downloading
each segment in the buffer [68] are the important questions. Live streaming
is fundamentally different from stored video streaming (e.g., the playback
position is the same for all clients, none of them has any segments outside
the playback buffer, and the missed segments are simply skipped), but part
of their methodology is applicable here as well.

In the literature I found no paper that dealt specifically with the analytical
modeling of the P2P download window in VoD applications.

4.3 Model of the P2P Client

4.3.1 The P2P Window

In this chapter the only part of the client application that I’ll focus on is
the P2P download window. The size of the window is W segments, and the
segments in the window are numbered 1 . . .W , where segment 1 is the closest
to the playback position. In this model the P2P algorithm only works inside
the P2P window.

Unlike Chapter 3, here I only consider the case, where the download
window is somewhere in the middle of the video. In the beginning the startup
process is hard to model analytically, and it’s quite different from the rest
of the download process. Similarly, at the end of the video the P2P window
stops, and the remaining segments are downloaded with an endgame protocol,
which may be different from the main downloading mechanism.

I measure time in timeframes. One timeframe is the time it takes to
play one segment of the video. Downloading a segment from a peer takes T
timeframes, which is a constant in this chapter.

The client initiates new downloads in rounds. One round consists of
the following steps: advance the window, start new downloads, wait one
timeframe. There are two marked points in this process: (B)efore advance,
and (A)fter advance. In the equations the quantities will be marked according
to these points like XA, or XB to show where those values are measured.

When a client attempts to start downloading a segment of the video, it
succeeds with probability p, which depends on the global state of the P2P
swarm. Failing to start a download can happen for various reasons. It can
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happen that all the clients holding that segment are occupied, or maybe none
of the other clients hold that segment yet. In the latter case, the clients revert
to downloading the segment from the server once it leaves the P2P window
and enters the fallback window, but that mechanism is outside of the scope
of this study.

I assume that p is constant, which means that the P2P swarm is in equi-
librium. This happens for example, when the new clients enter the system
with constant intensity λ arrivals per second, and the seeders leave the sys-
tem with constant intensity µ departures per second. I start with this known
p, and derive formulas for the state variables of the system.

In this model the P2P window is thought of as a stochastic process,
representing the statistical ensemble of several individual video downloads.
In this sense the state of the individual clients will be irrelevant, and only
their ensemble will be analyzed as a whole. This means that the variables
that describe the system are random variables, and their distribution evolves
with time throughout the download process. The state variables are thus
all non-negative integer valued random numbers. In most cases I will only
consider their expected values, because their distributions are difficult to
determine. I use the notation X for the expected value of X, calculated
as the ensemble average. Obviously, the expected values are not necessarily
integer.

The downlink capacity of the VoD clients may not necessarily be infinite.
In this model the downlink capacity of the clients is at most D ongoing
downloads at the same time. Throughout most of this chapter D = ∞ will
be assumed, except where explicitly stated otherwise.

4.3.2 State Variables

Within the P2P window the segments can be in two different states. The Full
segments are the ones, which are being downloaded, or already downloaded;
the rest of the segments are Empty. The goal of the download process is to
convert as many Empty segments into Full as possible before they leave the
P2P window. The number of Full segments in the window is F , the number
of Empty segments is E.

Since the P2P window must remain ahead of the playback position, it
might happen that an Empty segment has to be shifted out. That event is
a Miss, and the probability of missing a segment is M . The main goal of
this study is to determine the p required for Miss-free operation, if it can
be achieved. Fig. 4.1 shows an example of the P2P window with a missed
segment.

The download process works in rounds. In each round the algorithm scans
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the P2P window with W = 6, and an example of
Progressive window advancement

the P2P window, and tries to start as many new downloads as it can. The
number of newly started downloads in a round is S.

The number of Full segments at the beginning of the P2P window is a,
and the advance speed of the P2P window is A segments per round. The
connection between these two will be explained shortly.

If T > 1, there are usually some ongoing segment downloads when the
round starts; the number of ongoing downloads is O.

The above state variables fall into two categories. The ones that describe
the state of the P2P window in a certain instant of time will be indexed by
their measurement point (A or B); these variables are E, F , and O, and a.
The variables that describe changes in the P2P window are not indexed, be-
cause they are related to the transitions between those measurement points;
these variables are S (A→B), A (B→A), and M (B→A).

The notations used in this chapter are summarized in Table 4.1.

4.3.3 Segment Selection Schemes

In this chapter I’ll examine two segment selection algorithms within the P2P
window.

Definition 4.3.1. Linear selection: the segments are selected strictly in-
order. The round ends, if all of the Empty segments in the window were
started, or one segment download failed to start.

It follows from the above definition that F = a with Linear selection.

Definition 4.3.2. Random selection: the Empty segments of the P2P win-
dow are tried in random order. The round ends, if starting each of them was
attempted once.
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Table 4.1: Notations for the quantities used in the model

a Number of Full segments at the beginning of the window
A Real advance speed of the window
D Downlink capacity (maximum number of ongoing downloads)
E Empty segments in the P2P window
F Full segments in the P2P window
M Missed segment (probability of forced advance)
O Ongoing downloads
p Download initiation probability as segment supply/demand
q Download initiation probability with limited downlink
si The ith segment of the P2P window
S Started downloads in a round
tm Playback position of the examined client
T Transfer time of a segment

The pseudocodes for the two segment selection algorithms are shown in
Fig. 4.2.

It is obvious that Random selection is more efficient than Linear, because
it scans all Empty segments in each round, but the latter is important for
performance comparison, and it has a few interesting properties as well.

4.3.4 Window Positioning Schemes

Naturally, the P2P window has to be ahead of the playback position at all
times. It’s also obvious that there should be a gap of at least T segments
between them, because downloading a segment takes T timeframes. These
constraints don’t fully determine the positioning of the P2P window, however.
I will examine two different algorithms for positioning the P2P window: the
Streaminglike, and the Progressive algorithm.

Definition 4.3.3. Streaminglike: maintain a constant distance; thus, A = 1.

Definition 4.3.4. Progressive: advance, until the first segment in the window

is Empty; thus, A =

{
1 if aB < 1

aB if aB ≥ 1
.

The reason for the two cases with Progressive is that the playback time
tm, where the state of the window is examined, is far from the beginning
of the video, and I assume mostly constant aB. This suggests that if aB
is usually less than one, the playback position has caught up with the P2P
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function Linear Selection
for i = 1 . . .W do

segment = segments[window_begin+ i]
if Empty(segment) then

if Can Start Downloading(segment) then
segment.state = "Full"

else
return

end if
end if

end for
end function

(a)

function Random Selection
for i =Shuffle(1 . . .W ) do

segment = segments[window_begin+ i]
if Empty(segment) then

if Can Start Downloading(segment) then
segment.state = "Full"

else
no action

end if
end if

end for
end function

(b)

Figure 4.2: Pseudocode of the segment selection algorithms

function Manage p2p window
if Progressive then

while segments[window_begin].state is "Full" do
window_begin++ . Natural advance

end while
end if
if window_begin < playback_position+ guard_distance then

window_begin = playback_position+ guard_distance . Coerced advance
end if
Point A: after window advance
Start new downloads . see Fig. 4.2
Point B: before window advance

end function

Figure 4.3: Pseudocode of the P2P window management, which the client
calls periodically for each timeframe

window regardless of the initial distance between them. In this case A = 1
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has to be maintained in order to keep the window ahead of the playback
position. On the other hand, if aB > 1, the P2P window is well ahead of the
playback position in tm.

The Streaminglike algorithm borrows its name from the live streaming
systems, where the playback position, and the P2P window (buffering in this
case) are tied together. This is the most conservative window advancement
algorithm possible. Progressive, on the other hand, pushes the P2P window
forward as fast as possible, without jumping over Empty segments. Fig. 4.1
shows an example for Progressive window advancement.

It follows from the definitions that these two window positioning algo-
rithms are indistinguishable, when aB < 1. The following lemma also shows
a trivial consequence of the definitions.

Lemma 4.3.5. With Linear segment selection, and Progressive window place-
ment aB = S, and EA = W .

Proof. The Progressive algorithm leaps over all the Full segments at the
beginning of the window. The Linear segment selection always starts the new
downloads at the beginning of the window. Therefore, every round begins
with FA = aA = 0, and EA = W . From this starting condition S = aB
follows naturally.

The pseudocode of the periodic window management of the P2P client
is shown in Fig. 4.3. It shows both the Streaminglike, and the Progressive
window advance methods, and calls one of the segment selection algorithms
from Fig. 4.2 when starting new downloads. The pseudocode also shows the
measurement points A, and B.

I validated the results of this chapter with a simple simulator, which I
named sim.pl. It starts with an array of Es, and executes the code in Fig. 4.3
repeatedly with a constant p.

4.4 System Dynamics and the Steady-State

4.4.1 State-space Description of the System

The dynamics of the P2P window of the average of the clients is best de-
scribed with a difference equation of the state variable E [C3, J4, J5]. The
number of Empty segments is updated in every round in accordance to the
segment selection algorithm, and the window advancement algorithm.

Theorem 4.4.1. The change in the number of Empty segments in a round
on average is

∆E = A− S −M. (4.1)
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Proof. In each round the number Empty segments is changed by the following
three factors:

1. Some of them are converted to Full

2. When the window advances, new Empty segments are shifted in

3. Miss occurs, if the segment shifted out is Empty

When combining these three we get ∆E = A − S −M for a single client.
Calculating the expected value of this yields Equation (4.1), because the
mean of a sum is the sum of the means.

Equation (4.1) is a first order, linear, time-invariant difference equation
for the variable E. On the right hand side S is a function of E, and A−M is
the drive, because they are independent of E (at least in the Streaminglike
algorithm).

4.4.2 Steady State

Definition 4.4.2. Steady-state: a constant response of the system for con-
stant input.

The sufficient condition for the steady-state to exist is the asymptotic
stability of the system.

Definition 4.4.3. Asymptotic stability: a system is asymptotically stable, if
its output is y(t)→ 0, when its input is s(t) = 0 (undriven response).

Note that usually the steady-state of a stochastic system is defined such
that the distribution of the system variable converges to a certain distribution
at time t→∞. In my work I can only examine the ensemble average in most
cases; thus, I had to relax the requirements here.

In the following sections most of the theorems are going to present results
for the steady-state of Equation (4.1), but first the existence of the steady-
state has to be proven. The steady-state does not necessarily exist for a
dynamic system. Theoretically it is quite possible that the output keeps
oscillating in the absence of an input signal, if there is no energy loss in the
system.

Theorem 4.4.4. The system defined in Equation (4.1) is asymptotically
stable for both Linear, and Random segment selection.
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Proof. The undriven response is obtained for A = 0, in which case M = 0
follows naturally. For both segment selection algorithms E ≥ S(E, p) ≥ 0 if
E > 0. Obviously, S = 0 if E = 0. Thus, from any E0 > 0 starting point
E0 +

∑
∆E = E0 −

∑
S reaches E = 0 eventually.

In the steady-state the following connections between the parameters are
true.

Lemma 4.4.5. With all segment selection, and window placement algorithms
S = A−M in the steady-state.

Proof. In the steady state ∆E = 0; thus, we get the statement of the lemma
from Equation (4.1) of the system dynamics.

Lemma 4.4.6. In the steady-state OA = S ∗ T with all segment selection,
and window placement algorithms.

Proof. In the steady state in every round S new downloads are started, and
they all last for T timeframes.

Lemma 4.4.7. In the steady-state

M =

{
0 if aB > 1

1− aB if aB < 1
(4.2)

with all segment selection, and window placement algorithms.

Proof. If there is at least one Full segment at the beginning of the window,
there is no miss, when the window advances. If aB < 1, it means that there is
a Full segment at the beginning of the window with probability aB. In such
cases A = 1 with both window placement algorithms (see their definitions in
Section 4.3.4); thus, a segment is missed with probability 1− aB.

4.5 The Number of Full Segments at the Be-
ginning of the Window

Using the lemmas from the previous section we can prove an interesting
statement that is a refined, stronger version of the statement of Lemma 4.4.5
for the Progressive algorithm [J5].

Theorem 4.5.1. With the Progressive window positioning algorithm S = aB
in the steady-state.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the distributions of aB, and S for the Progressive
Random combination (p = 0.3, W = 30, D =∞)

Proof. For Linear segment selection this is trivial, and it has already been
part of Lemma 4.3.5.

With Random segment selection we know from Lemma 4.4.5 that S =
A − M . If aB > 1, then A = aB from the definition of the Progressive
algorithm, and M = 0 from Lemma 4.4.7; thus, S = aB − 0. If aB < 1,
then we have A = 1 from the definition of the Progressive algorithm, and
M = 1 − aB from Lemma 4.4.7; thus, S = 1 − (1 − aB). Note that this
also proves S = aB for Linear selection; thus, using Lemma 4.3.5 was not
necessary.

This theorem describes an interesting phenomenon. The Random seg-
ment selection algorithm starts downloads all over the P2P window, and
any segment in the window can be Empty before the advance phase, yet
the number of newly started downloads equals the number of Full segments
at the beginning of the window. Note that only the average value of these
two quantities equal – they have entirely different probability distributions,
as Fig. 4.4 shows. Their domain can also be different, if D < W , because
a ∈ {0 . . .W}, and S ∈ {0 . . .min(D,W )}. A simple explanation of this
phenomenon is that a is the number of Empty segments added, and S is the
number of Empty segments removed in a round; in the steady-state the two
are in equilibrium.

4.6 Number of New Segment Downloads Initi-
ated in a Round

The next two theorems show how the number of new downloads started in
a round can be calculated, if the number of Empty segments in the P2P
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window is known [C3, J4, J5].

Theorem 4.6.1. With Random segment selection the number of new down-
loads started in a round is

S = pEA. (4.3)

Proof. If the number of Empty segments in the window is EA in a round at
point A, then the number of segments started follows Binomial distribution
B(EA, p), and pEA downloads are started on average. However, EA is also a
random variable. Calculating average S for the average EA yields

S =
W∑
i=1

piP(EA = i) = p

W∑
i=1

iP(EA = i) = pEA. (4.4)

Theorem 4.6.2. With Linear segment selection the number of new down-
loads started in a round is

S = p
1− pEA

1− p
. (4.5)

Proof. With Linear segment selection the round starts with FA Full seg-
ments at the beginning of the window, and the remaining W − FA segments
are Empty. The probability that i segments are started in a round can be
calculated from

Pi = P(ith is the first Empty) = pi−1(1− p). (4.6)

Starting all of the Empty segments happens with probability pEA . The ex-
pected number of newly started downloads is

S =E{Pi}+ (EA + 1)pEA − 1 =

EA∑
i=1

ipi−1(1− p) + (EA + 1)pEA − 1 =

=
1− pEA

1− p
− EApEA−1 + (EA + 1)pEA − 1 = p

1− pEA

1− p
, (4.7)

where the derivative of the formula for the sum of Geometric series was
used. The generalization for the average EA is done the same way as for
Random.

These results are applicable for the system at any time, not just the
steady-state, but they depend on EA, which is unfortunately only known in
the steady-state, as the next section shows.
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state of the Streaminglike algorithm; W = 30

4.7 Number of Empty Segments with the Strea-
minglike Scheme

The Streaminglike algorithm always advances the window with A = 1 seg-
ments. The main concern in this case is the number of Empty segments in
the window in the steady-state, because that will be the key to determine
the necessary conditions for M = 0 [C3, J4, J5].

4.7.1 Linear Segment Selection

If the window advancement algorithm is less aggressive than the Progressive
algorithm, there may be some Full segments at the beginning of the window.
The remaining EA = W −FA segments are all Empty, because the download
process terminates at the first unsuccessful attempt.

Theorem 4.7.1. With Linear segment selection the expected value of the
number of Empty segments in the steady-state is

EA =

{
log(2p−1)−log(p)

log(p)
if p > 0.5

W if p ≤ 0.5
(4.8)

Proof. We have seen in Lemma 4.4.5 that S = A −M in the steady-state.
With the Streaminglike algorithm A = 1; thus,

S = 1−M. (4.9)

If M = 0, then S = 1. Solving Equation (4.5) for S = 1 yields the first
part of the formula in the statement. That formula yields E =∞ for p < 0.5;
thus, we also got the threshold p required for M = 0.
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If M > 0, then we know from Lemma 4.4.7 that M = 1 − aB. We also
know from the definition of the Linear selection that FB = aB. Using these
we get that

S = 1−M = aB = FB = W − EB = W − EA + S. (4.10)

Thus, we got EA = W .

Fig. 4.5 shows that Linear exhibits in a two-phase behavior: the segments
in the P2P window are either all Empty, or all Full, depending on p. The
results in the supercritical phase are indistinguishable from the Random seg-
ment selection, but in its subcritical phase the Linear algorithm performs
much worse.

4.7.2 Random Segment Selection

The distribution of the number of Empty segments in the window is difficult
to calculate, but getting their average number is quite easy.

Theorem 4.7.2. With Random segment selection the expected value of the
number of Empty segments in the steady-state is

EA =
1− (1− p)W

p
. (4.11)

Proof. In the Streaminglike algorithm A = 1; thus, we know that the ith
segment of the P2P window has spentW−i rounds in the window. Therefore,
it is Empty, if it wasn’t started in any of those rounds. The probability of a
segment being empty is thus

P(si = EA) = (1− p)W−i, (4.12)

independently of the other segments. The expected value of the number of
Empty segments is the sum of the individual Empty probabilities

EA =
W∑
i=1

P (si = E) =
W∑
i=1

(1− p)W−i =
1− (1− p)W

p
. (4.13)

In this case there is no phase change. As Fig. 4.5 shows, the number of
Empty segments gradually decreases as p increases. The minimum of both
curves is at EA = 1, because after the advance there is always one Empty
segment – the one at the end of the window.
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4.8 Advance Speed in the Progressive Scheme

The P2P system is self-sufficient, if there are no missed segments. In the
Progressive algorithm aB > 1 is a sufficient condition for this, because it
means that the distance between the P2P window, and the playback position
keeps expanding. By the time it reaches the steady state, the probability that
starting the download of the first segment fails so many times that a coerced
advance becomes necessary is negligible.

In this section I calculate the expected advance speed of the P2P window,
and the download initiation probability p required for aB > 1 [C3, J4, J5].

4.8.1 Linear Segment Selection

Theorem 4.8.1. With Linear segment selection the advance speed of the
P2P window is

A =

{
S if S > 1

1 if S < 1
(4.14)

Proof. If we substitute S = aB from Lemma 4.3.5 into the definition of the
Progressive algorithm (definition 4.3.4), we get the equation of the statement.

To calculate the download initiation probability p required for S ≥ 1, and
thus M = 0, Equation (4.5) has to be evaluated for S = 1, and EA = W .

1 = p
1− pW

1− p
→ 0 = pW+1 − 2p+ 1. (4.15)

This is a polynomial of degree W + 1, for which no general solution formula
exists. I solved this equation numerically, and compared the results to the
Random algorithm in Fig. 4.6. As expected, p = 0.5 is the threshold value
for reasonable window sizes (W > 10), which is significantly higher than the
threshold value of Random.

4.8.2 Random Segment Selection

Determining the advance speed for Random segment selection is significantly
harder than for Linear segment selection, as the following lemma demon-
strates.
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Lemma 4.8.2. With Random segment selection the probability of segment i
being Empty is

P(si = EA) =


1 if i = 1

P(A > W − i) +
W−i∑
j=0

P(A = j ∧ si+j = EB) if i = 2 . . .W

(4.16)
where the left-hand side refers to the current round, and the right side refers
to the segment states in the previous round.

Proof. The first segment is surely Empty, otherwise the window would have
advanced one more segment in the previous round.

For the rest of the segments the following applies: segment i is Empty if
A = α, and one of the following conditions is met:

• i + α > W , because in the previous round segment i was beyond the
window

• segment i+ α was Empty in the beginning of the previous round, and
it wasn’t started

The second line of the formula in the statement is the formal description of
these conditions.

This is only a partial solution, and, unfortunately, a dead-end. The prob-
ability of a segment being Empty depends on the state of all the other seg-
ments, and the distribution of the advance speed. In turn, the distribution
of the advance speed depends on the Empty probabilities of the segments,
but I couldn’t find a formula for it, and that wouldn’t solve the problem,
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because the compound probability P(A = j ∧ si+j = EB) is the one needed
in Equation (4.16), which is also unknown, and obviously inseparable. Ac-
cording to my simulations P(A = j ∧ si+j = EB) 6= P(A = j), and P(A = j)
doesn’t follow a well-known distribution, as Fig. 4.7 demonstrates.

Instead of solving this problem, I decided to construct an approximation
that ignores this inter-dependency, yet gives usable results.

If we ignore the inter-dependency between the distributions of A, and
E, and assume near constant A in at least the previous W/A rounds, the
segment in the kth position has been in the window for (W−k+1)/A rounds,
including the current one (in point B). In other words, it had exactly that
many opportunities to become Full so far. The first one is special, because
it must have been definitely left Empty in the last round, otherwise the
window would have advanced at least one segment more. The number of
opportunities each segment had so far is thus

g(k) =

{
W−k+1

A
if k > 1

1 if k = 1.
(4.17)

My first idea was to take Equation (4.11) for EA in the Streaminglike
case, adapt it to A 6= 1 using g(k), and calculate S = pEA, as shown in
Theorem 4.6.1, but that was a failure. The results were completely different
from the simulation results.

The approach that gave usable results was an attempt to construct the
probability distribution of the number of Full segments at the beginning of
the P2P window. Here I assume that A = aB > 1. The distribution of the
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number of Full segments at the beginning of the window is thus

P(f(p) = 0) = (1− p)g(1)

P(f(p) = W ) =
W∏
j=1

(1− (1− p)g(j)) (4.18)

P(f(p) = i− 1) = (1− p)g(i)
i−1∏
j=1

(1− (1− p)g(j)),

where segments [1, i − 1] are Full, and segment i is the first Empty. This is
a probability measure, as its sum is 1. The expected number is thus

A =aB = E{f(p)} = (4.19)

=
W∑
i=2

(i− 1)(1− p)g(i)
i−1∏
j=1

(1− (1− p)g(j)) +W
W∏
j=1

(1− (1− p)g(j)).

This cannot be solved analytically, because g(k) in the exponents also
contain a. I solved Equation (4.19) numerically by fine-tuning the A substi-
tuted into g(k) until Equation (4.19) returned the same A, for the given p,
and W . When comparing the results with simulation results, I found that
the probability distribution in Equation (4.18) is completely different from
the real distribution, as demonstrated in Fig. 4.7. However, aB from Equa-
tion (4.19) always underestimates the real one, and it’s usually about 95-98%
of it. Fig. 4.8 shows an example of this result for W = 10.

The above approximation method assumes that A = aB > 1. As Fig. 4.8
shows, for aB < 1 this method indeed looses its precision considerably. I tried
to correct this by using the same formula, but substituting A = 1 into g(k);
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however, it made the results worse1. Accurate results for aB < 1 would have
been useful to calculate the miss probability, but at least this approximation
technique is good enough to provide a threshold p for miss-free operation.

Solving Equation (4.19) numerically for aB = 1 yields a threshold value
of p for the P2P system to be self-sufficient. As Fig. 4.9 shows, this result
overestimates the real threshold value obtained from simulations, because
the approximation underestimates aB. This threshold is shown in Fig. 4.6,
compared to the threshold value for Linear selection. As expected, Random
selection is much more efficient than Linear selection.

To get a more compact result for the threshold pc I fitted a function on
the numerical results. The curve is nearly linear on a log-log scale; therefore,
I used the formula of the Zipf-Mandelbrot distribution: f(i) = C/(K + i)α.
I manually tuned the fitted function to make sure it never goes under the
original; thus, it’s a sufficient condition for M = 0.

I created three estimations. For W = 3 . . . 100, f(W ) = 1.5/(1.2 +W )0.78

yields 3.9% maximal relative error. For W = 3 . . . 1000, f(W ) = 1.7/(1.7 +
W )0.81 yields 6.1% maximal relative error. In both cases the first two points
were omitted, because the Zipf-Mandelbrot function doesn’t properly fit on
the curve. Alternatively, f(W ) = 1.78/(2.2 + W )0.82 can be used for W =
5 . . . 1000, which has 3.95% maximal relative error.

1Substituting A = 1 into Equation (4.19), and not assuming g(1) = 1 yields exact
results for aB for the Streaminglike algorithm. It might be possible to develop this into a
closed formula, but I decided that it’s not worth the effort, because aB has no importance
in the Streaminglike algorithm.
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4.9 The Probability of Missing a Segment

At the beginning of the download process the transient processes behave quite
erratically, which prevents determining analytically the number of segments
missed. In the steady-state, however, the miss probability is easy to calcu-
late [J5]. The theorems in this section are specializations of Lemma 4.4.7.

4.9.1 Linear Segment Selection

With this segment selection algorithm the miss probability is the same for
both window placement algorithms under normal circumstances.

Theorem 4.9.1. With Linear segment selection the miss probability in the
steady-state is

M =

{
1− S if p < 0.5

0 if p ≥ 0.5.
(4.20)

With the Progressive algorithm the threshold is higher for tiny P2P windows
(see Fig. 4.6), but that can be safely ignored.

Proof. For the Streaminglike case we have already seen this in the proof of
Theorem 4.7.1. If p < 0.5, then M = 1 − S. If p ≥ 0.5, then S = 1, and
M = 0.

In the Progressive case Theorem 4.8.1 showed that the window is well
ahead of the playback position, if S > 1, for which the necessary condition is
p > 0.5 for reasonable P2P window sizes (see Fig. 4.6); in this case M = 0.
If S < 1, the system behaves exactly like the Streaminglike algorithm.

For small p one would think that the window is completely Empty, and
the first segment is converted to Full with probability p; thus, M = 1 − p.
This is only true for a single client; though, because the average behavior of
several clients also includes the uncertainty of aA.

The exact value of M in the steady-state can be computed from Equa-
tion (4.5), by substituting Equation (4.8).

The advantage of the Linear segment selection algorithm is thus the abil-
ity to run the system without missed segments regardless of the window
positioning algorithm, even though the required p is rather high.

4.9.2 Random Segment Selection

With Random selection the window placement algorithm can heavily influ-
ence the miss probability.
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Theorem 4.9.2. In the steady-state of the Streaminglike Random case the
number of segments missed is

M = (1− p)W (4.21)

Proof. The probability of missing a segment equals the probability of the first
segment in the window being Empty. That segment has spent W rounds in
the window; thus, it is still Empty only if all of the starting attempts failed,
which happens with probability (1− p)W .

The same result can be obtained by using Lemma 4.4.5, Theorem 4.6.1,
Theorem 4.7.2, and knowing that A = 1 with the Streaminglike algorithm.
The miss probability is thus

M = A− S = 1− S = 1− pE = 1− p1− (1− p)W

p
= (1− p)W . (4.22)

Theorem 4.9.3. In the steady-state of the Progressive Random case the
number of segments missed is

M =

{
1− aB if aB < 1

0 otherwise
(4.23)

Proof. This is basically Lemma 4.4.7 with Theorem 4.5.1 substituted.

In the Progressive Random case the numerical result for aB can be used
to estimate pc, and it can also give a crude estimate of M .

Although the Random segment selection algorithm cannot guarantee that
the system is self-sufficient in all cases, the probability of a missed segment
can be kept low by choosing a sufficiently large P2P window. Fig. 4.10 shows
a comparison of the Miss probability for all four combinations. Random
selection is much more efficient than Linear selection for low p values, but
when the download initiation probability is high enough, the performance of
the two segment selection algorithms is identical.

4.10 Limited Downlink Capacity
In the previous sections D =∞ was always assumed, but in real P2P clients
that is not always true. In the literature it is generally assumed that the
performance of a P2P system is limited by either the uplink speed of the
clients, or their downlink speed [63, 49]. In this section I show that these
two kinds of limitation can occur at the same time [J5].
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The analysis presented here focuses mainly on the Progressive Random
algorithm, because, being the most efficient combination, it is the one that
is affected the most by the limited downlink. Most of the observations are
also applicable to the other algorithm combinations, but the numeric values
are different.

The downlink capacity D of the clients cannot be arbitrarily small, and
there is a finite size, above which it is not limiting. The following lemmas
establish the valid interval for the downlink capacity.

Lemma 4.10.1. The downlink capacity of the clients must be D ≥ T .

Proof. A timeframe is the time it takes to play a video segment, and it takes
T timeframes to download a segment. Therefore, the client needs to be able
to download at least T segments in parallel to keep up with the playback
speed.
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Lemma 4.10.2. If p = 1, the downlink limits the efficiency of the P2P
downloading, when D < WT for the Progressive algorithm.

Proof. If p = 1, all of the Empty segments in the P2P window are filled
in each round; thus, A = W , and the next round is started with EA = W
independent of the segment selection algorithm. Therefore, S = W , and
O = WT .

Lemma 4.10.3. If p = 1, the downlink limits the efficiency of the P2P
downloading, when D < W + T in the Streaminglike algorithm.

Proof. If p = 1, the window is filled in the first timeframe; thus, S = W .
In the subsequent rounds there is only one Empty segment in the window,
because A = 1, and the segment is converted into Full as soon as it is shifted
into the window; therefore, S = 1. The number of ongoing downloads is
maximal in the T th round: this is the last one, where the initial downloads
are still ongoing. In this round O = W + T .

Note that the Streaminglike algorithm only needs at most D = T , if the
startup phase is not considered, because S ≤ 1 in the steady-state with both
segment selection algorithms. If T < D < W + T , then more time is needed
to reach the steady-state, but in the steady-state the system is not limited
by the downlink capacity.

As explained in Section 4.3.1, the download initiation probability p in the
previous sections was a supply/demand ratio that represents the global state
of the P2P swarm. In this section

q = p ∗P(O < D) (4.24)
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Figure 4.14: Distance between the playback position, and the beginning of
the P2P Window with the Progressive Random algorithm combination in
CdnSim, for some downlink speeds relative to the video bitrate

will be the real download initiation probability, which may be smaller than
p due to the limited downlink. It is obvious that q changes even within a
round, because O is increased with each new successful download attempt.

In summary, to determine whether D limits S, we need to know the
distribution of O, and to compute that we need the distribution of S. The
distribution of S obviously depends on the distribution of EA, and O; thus,
constructing an exact formula for q seems hopeless. For this reason, there
will only be simulation results in the remainder of this section.

Fig. 4.11 shows the download initiation probability in CdnSim, which was
used to acquire the results of Chapter 3. The oscillation in the startup process
makes it difficult to see, but q starts at around 0.13, and it decreases to
around 0.08 due to the limited downlink capacity. At the end of the download
process the P2P window cannot go further; thus, with the decreasing number
of remaining Empty segments the downlink capacity of the client is no longer
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a limiting factor. This causes the q = p spike at the end of the curve.
A similar pattern can be observed in Fig. 4.12, but this time p is known

precisely, because for sim.pl it is an input parameter. This figure also shows
p ∗ P(OB < D) for comparison, and in this parameter configuration the
two almost perfectly match. With other parameter settings the difference
between them can be larger, because the downlink can get filled anywhere
between point A and point B during the round.

To further verify that this phenomenon is indeed caused by the limited
downlink, and not by the finite P2P window size, Fig. 4.13 offers some more
insight. The q/p ratio is 1 for small p values, but after that it decreases
rapidly. With higher downlink capacity it only starts to decrease later, but
the steepness of the slope remains almost the same. The q/p ratio also
depends on W , of course: with bigger P2P window the downlink limitation
becomes more severe.

There is yet another curious phenomenon, which arises with limited down-
link capacity. Fig. 4.14 shows the distance between the playback position,
and the start of the P2P window. With the Progressive algorithm it is nat-
urally not constant, but the peak at the end is quite remarkable. When q
increases at the end of the video, the speed of the P2P window follows, and
thus creates a peak on this diagram as well. According to my simulation
results, the window position doesn’t always have a peak, when q does.

This pattern only arises for the average behavior of several clients; though.
When observing a single client, the relative position of the P2P window is
completely different, as Fig. 4.15 demonstrates.

This description of the limited downlink has the advantage that the down-
load initiation probability containd the effect of D <∞; thus, the results of
the previous sections still hold, if q is used in place of p in the formulas.
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4.11 Summary of the Results
In this chapter I analyzed the performance of a P2P VoD client that uses a
windowed BitTorrent algorithm for retrieving the video segments. I devel-
oped formulas for the number of Empty segments the window, the advance
speed of the window, and the probability of missing a segment. Furthermore,
I examined the effect of limited downlink speed on the system performance.

I described the state of the P2P window with the system equation ∆E =
A− S −M . I showed that a steady-state (∆E = 0) exists in this system.

I proved for both the Linear, and the Random segment selection algo-
rithms that with Progressive window placement aB = S in the steady-state,
i.e., the average number of Full segments at the beginning of the P2P window
equals the average number of segments started in a round.

I determined analytically the average number of newly started segment
downloads in a round for Linear, and Random segment selections.

I determined analytically the average number of Empty segments in the
P2P window for the Streaminglike algorithm in the steady-state.

I determined the average advance speed A(p) of the P2P window for the
Progressive algorithm, and the sufficient pc for a(p) ≥ 1, and thus A(p) ≥ 1.
These results are obtained numerically due to the lack of closed-form expres-
sions. For the Random segment selection my solution is an approximation
that underestimates a(p) by a few percent.

I determined the average number of segments missed in a round in the
steady-state for all four combinations of the segment selection, and the win-
dow placement algorithms. I determined the conditions for miss-free opera-
tion in the steady-state.

I showed with simulations that the performance of a P2P client is limited
by its downlink capacity, and the uplink capacity of the other clients at the
same time. This contradicts with the usual assumption in the literature,
where the system is only limited by one of those at any time.

Table 4.2 summarizes the analytical formulas that were developed in this
chapter in an organized form. In the table “(s-s)” means that the formula is
only applicable to the steady-state. Note that some of the formulas had to be
simplified to fit into the table, this particularly means the removal of the case
separation. The table also contains references to the lemmas, and theorems,
where the formulas are proved. In every column there is at least one quantity
that can be computed directly from the system parameters, and the others
are obtainable from that one. Such starting points are marked with gray
background.
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Table 4.2: The formulas developed in this chapter in an organized form

Stream Lin Stream Rand Prog Lin Prog Rand

S p1−pEA

1−p pEA = 1− (1− p)W p1−(1−p)W
1−p aB (s-s)

Theorem 4.6.2 Theorem 4.6.1 Theorem 4.6.2 Theorem 4.5.1

A 1 1 MAX(1, S) MAX(1, aB) (s-s)
(definition) (definition) Theorem 4.8.1 (definition)

EA
log(2p−1)−log(p)

log(p)
(s-s) 1−(1−p)W

p
W S/p (s-s)

Theorem 4.7.1 Theorem 4.7.2 Lemma 4.3.5 Theorem 4.6.1

aB W − EA + S no closed form S numerically (s-s)
(definition) Theorem 4.5.1 Equation (4.19)

M (s-s) MAX(0, 1− S) 1− S = (1− p)W MAX(0, 1− S) MAX(0, 1− S)
Theorem 4.9.1 Theorem 4.9.2 Theorem 4.9.1 Theorem 4.9.3

pc : M = 0 0.5 not guaranteed 0.5 numerically
Theorem 4.9.1 Theorem 4.9.2 Theorem 4.9.1 Theorem 4.9.3



Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Research

This dissertation is the summary of my work on a novel protocol for Inter-
Vehicle Communication, and an in-depth analysis of a Video-on-Demand
system assisted by a peer-to-peer mechanism. The results are organized into
three thesis groups, and each were given its own chapter in the dissertation.

The results of the first thesis group build a probabilistic dissemination
method of emergency messages in vehicular networks that doesn’t need any
signaling. The ideas presented here may not only be applied to vehicu-
lar networks, but also in environments, where fast, and stateless message
propagation is required. The CLoUD protocol was also integrated into the
communication framework developed in the EFIPSANS project.

This topic is by no means exhausted, though. The CLoUD protocol
must undergo more realistic simulations, and measurements on a real-world
implementation before it can be considered for actual safety applications.
Adding a void-handling method to the protocol may also become necessary,
if the vehicle density in the deployment area is found to be significantly lower
than expected by the Dense and the Sparse variants.

The second, and the third thesis groups contain an in-depth analysis of a
generic P2P-assisted Video-on-Demand system. I examined the performance
of a windowed BitTorrent client, and the cost advantage of setting up a
P2P network, and adding dedicated caches to offload video servers. The
second thesis group proves that P2P systems are inherently scalable, and
resistant to failures even when used in this environment. The third thesis
group provides insight into the processes happening in the P2P window, and
gives explanations for the mechanisms behind some of the curious phenomena
occurring in the system. The results of these two thesis groups enable deep
understanding of the inner workings of the windowed P2P system, which will
be tremendously useful in designing new distributed VoD systems.

As with all research, the topics of these two thesis groups are open for
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future development. It would be interesting to find optimal cache sizes in
a hierarchical caching setup, in conjunction with local peering. Predicting
the user behavior and preloading contents into their local storage also has
the potential for enhancing the quality of experience. Additionally, a math-
ematical model for the connection between the distribution of incomplete
sessions and the segment download initiation probability would improve the
understanding of the efficiency of the P2P system.
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